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Committee
Recommends
Sale Of Beer

"I'LL DRINK TO THAT!•
0
0

0

By Sharon Marek

_ _ _ _ _. . . . . . . . .,,111111.IU
We live in the Present
By the Past, but
for the . ..
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Absentee Ballott Regulation
Attacked By Phi Delta fli -·:
A supposed lack of ·- absepte~
ballots for the upcoming
Student Government elections
has come under fire from Phi
Delta Pi, the FTU chapter of the
Florida Student Education
Association, because "education
majors on the teaching block
will not be afforded an
opportunity to vote."
Phi Delta Pi charges this lack
of absentee ballots will deal a
"severe blow" to the presidential
hopes of education majors
Thomas Costa and his vice
presidential running mate,
George Oddo.
Student Government
President Steve Adamick,

explained, "The absentee ballot
regulation calls for students to
pick up their ballots 10 days
prior to election.
Philosophically, I don't care one
way or another. I must enforce
what is written in the election
statutes."
Adamick maintained that
. "historically there has never
been an outcry for absentee
ballots."
"The present election statutes
have been in existence for three
years," Adamick added. "I have
asked the Student Senate to
rewrite the election Jaws twice
before, and apparently the
senators don't believe it needs

rewriting."
Adamick contended he is
"bound by his oath of office to
(Continued on Page 5)

Beer should be sold on
campus as part of the regular
Snack Bar operation. Beer
should be sold on campus.
This recommendation was
released exclusively to the
FuTUre this week by President
Charles N. Millican's ad hoc beer
committee, which has been
dealing with the matter sin~
December 6, 1972.
In the first draft of a 30.page
report, the seven.man committee
further recommended '~he
necessary steps be taken to
obtain Board of Regents,
approval and a beer license so
that beer can be served in the
Snack Bar area by the beginning ,
of fall quarter of the 197 3. 7 4
academic year." ·
"I would guess that beer on
campus is a real possibility as a
result of this study, primarily
because the committee never
would have been appointed if it
were to . be just an academic
~xercise," said Dean of Men Paul
R. McQuilkin, committee
chairman. "I believe the
recommendation stands a good
chance of being approved.''
The report, with the
recommendation, must be
approved by Dr. W. Rex Brown,
vice president for student affaits,
who will likely consult with
Millican o:p the issue, McQuilkin
explained. Brown should receive
a copy of..the report today. _
··_Th'e ~.:. ~ommit t-ee report,
although recommending Snack
· ..Bar beer sales, is contrary to the
majority wishes expressed by
members of the FTU student
body and faculty in a market
study.
The study, conducted as part

or

the ovenll investigation of
the committee, revealed a
majority of members of the
university community would
prefer a rathskeller set-up to
beer sales in the Snack Bar.
"This is probably the most
significant result of the study,"
said McQuilkin. "The fact that,
in spite of majority wishes, our
recommendation .covers only
what is economically feasible!,
According to the study, it
would cost approximately
$30,000 in initial capital outlay
to start a rathskeller operation,
which would lose money for the
f'J?St several years of operation.
Snack Bar sales will not be
greatly profitable either, the
study revealed, but will at least
break down.
The committee's
recommendation comes just one
year and two months after the
first liquor resolution was
introduced on the floor of the
Student Government Senate by
then.Senator Lee Constantine.
Further details and an
in-depth report on the beer
study will appear in next week's
FuTUre.

Gusher
Eases Rationing
What! Oil discovered in
commQde number four in the
women's restroom on the
first floor of the Classroom
Building? Be ready for ·next
week's big story when the
FuTUre will flush out all the
facts and bring the story to
the surface.

'Too Many Children' Problem
For Crowded Library Facilities
Unattended children will no
longer be allowed in the FTU
library.
Bernard L. Foy, assistant'"
director of libraries for readers
service=s, explained it is not the
intention of the librarians to
interfere with the_ intellectual

development of children whose
parents are students or faculty
me·mbers, but "professional
Ii brarians are not paid to
babysit."
1
"Unattended children have
become more and more of a
problem.," -. Foy elaborated.

"'Recently these children have
become a distracting factor in
the ·library by riding elevators
and roaming through the study
areas and hallways."
Foy pointed out there could
be a liability factor involved if
(Continued ~n Page 5)

Dorm Session Airs SG Candidates' Plat/orms
By Jose Rodriguez

Can-didates for Student
Government offices got a chance
to discuss their platforms in an
open forum sponsored by the
Women's Residence Association
Monday.
A handful of dorm students
were present at the discussion.
Following th~ informal
presentation of candidates and
their platforms, an opportunity
for questions from the audience
was provided.
However, questioning of
candidates was not limited solely
to the audience. The candidates
themselves provided questions
which probed the platforms of
their opponents.
Presidential candidates Allen
Grower , Lee Constantine,
Thomas Costa and Joe Nursey
were present. Of those running
for vice president, only Hunter
Potts and Vickie Rhodes were
present. However, Miss Rhodes
left before the questioning
period, due to previous
commitments.
One of the major questions

· considered was that of the SG
budget and the funds raised by
the student activity fees.
Constantine explained he
would "like to lower the
budget" and ask for $~0.000
less. "This way, we can have
more money available to the
Village Center, the Health
Services and intercollegiate
athletics, which are the major
users of student activity fee
funds," he added. "A budget cut
would n_o t jeopardize any of our
existing programs or any
programs on my platform."
Costa replied to Constantine's
proposed budget cut by stating
he saw "no reason for it." He
based his argument on the fact
that Governor Reubin Askew
plans to turn over $250 million
from revenue sharing to
education. ·
Joe Nu rsey encountered
criticism of long hair and his
platform for hair and dress
codes. Nursey evaded the
criticism by indicting the
'~ultramoderates running SG and

those in the present school
administration."

The issue of voter appeal was
brought up for individual

A MYSTERIOUS desperado got creative
Tuesday night on the office doors in the Village
Center expansion. Student Government personnel
Wednesday morning found the scribbler's chalk

consideration. Grower pointed
(Co.ntinued on PfZKe 5)

messages adorning the office doors of SG and the
International Student Organization. The
handwriting left no clues to the identity of the
author. (Photo ~y Ed Burto!l)
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IT S STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION TIME AGAIN!
1

~~i

Universal Candidate
Wins FuTUre Support
CAUTION! Children at play! Considering the somewhat tenuous
position of student governments on university campuses these days, one
would think the present SG candidates would take a · more adult
approach to today's election.
One candidate can only be described as a curious cross between
Adolph Hitler and Groucho Marx. Another reveals his "old country"
leanings with the slogan, "We'll make you an offer you can't refuse."
Still another, a baseball player, struck out as a student senator recently
,w hen h_e was expelled from the senate for unexcused absences.
Platforms range from the ambiguous - "follow-up on executive
decisions meetings, and · other functions. Letting the student
know" .. .to the ridiculous - "FTU armbands for hitchhikers"...to the
impossible - "establishment of a rathskeller on campus" ...to the
bizarre - "the elimination of the subversive Colleges of Social Sciences
and Humanities and Fine Arts.
A LARGE PLANK in several candidates' campaigns seems to be the
circulation of evil rumors about the competition, about the campus
media, about Student Government itself, about the administration and
about God in heaven.
Mad .dog campaign managers are beating the bushes for campaign
violations that never occurred. Student Government officials have been
haras.-;ed, media officials have been harassed, and the whole affair is
now on the level of a Saturday morning cartoon show.
i
Cases in point: SG officials this week were accused, of
disenfranchising voters because of their ..failure" to provide absentee
ballots after the deadline specified in the election statutes. Both the
Pegasus News Network and the FuTUre have been accused of campaign
irregularities as a result of covering legitimate news developments in
connection with the elections.
WHAT 0 F making an honest attempt to learn about the workings of
SG? What of making an honest attempt to meet administrators and
others with whom an elected off'1eial will have to work for the next
year? What of making an honest attempt to do anything - anything
honest, that is!
There is no time or money, and we have little patience for
mud-slinging, amateur politicians who ai'e more worried about
destroying someone else's image than building one for SG.
For the second time in its history, in view of the new low which
campus campaigning has reached and in view of the desperation of the
si1uation, the FuTUre has decided to endorse a candidate. This
particular candidate has all the qualifications. Sound of mind, sound of
body, experienced in human relations, a great orator, experienced in
local government, a man of the masses, a man who will go to any length
to see students have enough entertainment, a man who will see the
student body getS unlimited free subsidy tickets from Walt Disney
World.
We recommend when you go to the polls today you cast your
writ~in vote for MICKEY MOUSE.
1

By William Lee Hidden

And now, straight from our medical journal, new discoveries and
headwaves in the medical field:
*Dr. Ivan Chargalot, of Disease, Iowa, has discovered a new virus that
has infiltrated the country. The virus, named the Peking Flu, is
believed to be spread from person to person through contact with
ping-pong balls.
*A group of doctors from the Rhinebeck Memorial Hospital and
General Store (one of the largest · stores in the new three-store
Downtown Mall in Rhinebeck, N.Y.) have discovered an easier and less
expensive cure for VD than penicillin.
The doctors found that, in 90 per cent of all their experimental
cases, even the most serious types of the disease could be cured by
having their patients spend four hours each day just sitting on toilet
bowls and reading Dr. Reuben.
*Another research group has made claims that, although a majority
of college students have poor hearing compared with most of the
population, this is not due to listening to rock and roll music but due to
listening to long lectures.
By some strange coincidence, the group found the students with the
worst hearing were communications majors.
*On the mental side of the medical field, a psychiatrist has recently
completed a six-year, involved study into the speech impediment of
Elmer Fudd of cartoon fame. Dr. I. Ben Stuttering has concluded Elmer
.has a serious inferiority complex brought on by the fact that his first
wife had an affair, early in Elmer's career, with his current costar, Daffy
Duck.
*Finally, a research group stationed in Los Angeles to do a study on
the mental effects of urbanization on aardvarks, have stumbled across a
major discovery. Dr. Harold Drains, holding a doctoral degree in
Plumbing Fixtures in Popular Culture, said the group has disproven the
popular beliefs that drugs and alcohol are .the major cause of brain
damage and has proof that most brain damage is caused by narcs at the
door.
They have sent the study to President Richard Nixo n with the
recommendation that the FBI cease from busting down their fron t
door, as the FBI have often busted in while the group was doing
involved and embarrassing group experiments with aardvarks.

-=: =-....:.· _
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Guest Column

Electlon Repartee
Stimulating Fate
By William Lee Hidden
IF POLITICS is a game of
at Constantine when Vickie
Rhodes, vice presidential
wits it sure had a few Student
Gov~rnment candidates at their
candidate speaking behalf of her
wits' end in a "Meet Your
running mate, Jack Sirianni,
Candidates" meeting Monday
.followed Costa's lead, stating
that "5 or 10 people control SG
night in Dorm C Lounge.
Anyone who was there and
and do not always act in the best
student interest. Our wishes are
still fin-ds politics boring, even at
to recognize the Student
campaign time must have just
taken a sleeping pill that night.
Government out of its little
About 10 persons came to hear
clique group."
what was said or ask questions,
SHE MANAGED to direct an
but any more wouJd have
icy stare at Constantine before
overcrowded the small lounge
making a quick exit, thus
and would have run the
avoiding having to stick by her
questioning into the late hours
guns with the others later in the
of the night.
evening.
EACH CANDIDATE was
Allen Grower grabbed the
given five minutes to state his
ball from here and continued the
platform to the audience. The
15-minute barrage against the
first speakers were the Lee
Prometheus for the night,
Constantine-Hunter Potts team.
Constantine.
Both candidates e·m phasized
"The very id~a that students
had to hear about the
their accomplishments and past
service in Student Government.
prospective FTU name change
through the Sentinel or through
Constantine, current SG vice
their profes.sors is disgusting,"
president who is now running
for president, said although he
Grower said.
and President Steve Adamick
"The students are last to hear
what the college administration,
have been in agreement and
worked together wholeheartedly
or even their own Student
on all their ·campaign promises
Government, is doing.,,
IT WOULD have been nice to
from a year ago, he firmly
disagrees with the ctirrent
see this continue but,
president regarding informing
unfortunately, the only other
students.
candidate who might have
"While Steve believes that
continued, John Brooks, had not
students can generally inform
showed up. His absence left the
themselves," Constantine said,
forum to Joe Nursey, who
"I believe it's time a
walked out into the middle of
communications board be set up
the floor equipped with hard hat
· within Student Government.,,
and toy machine gun.
IT WAS after Potts and
"It's time we cleaned the
Constantine had finished that
long-hairs, liberals and the
storm clouds immediately'
commies out of our campus."
gathered in the lounge.
He threw his gun to the floor.
Presidential candidate Thomas
"We must stop subversive and
Costa wasted no time in
un-American activities that
attacking the current Student
continually corrupt our way of
Government and the college
life."
administration for not acting in
Judging by the looks of some
the best interests of the
of the other candidates, Nursey
st u dents, clubs and
was not appreciated, nor was his
humor, by the audience, which
organizations.
While Costa was saying a
barely choked out a chuckle.
more mature and effective
.Even Nursey seemed to know
Student Government was
be just wasn't getting anywhere,
needed , h e was f irmly
and so he sat quietly the rest of
interrupted by Constantine, who
the evening.
THE QUESTIONING was
felt the examples used by Costa
to show SG's inconsideration
quite well-roundec:!, although
toward clubs were false.
Cons tantine continually was
cros.s-examined for. his views,
The lightning and thunder
continued to direct themselves
particularly by Grower.

Well, if we must, we ,,;,_ust. Richard Brinsley Sheridan: " The Critic"
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FTU Undergoes
Food Increases
Proof that FTU is part of the
real world has finally become
clear; meal p1an prices · for
resident students will increase in
September.
In an April 16 letter issued to
all resident students, . John
Goree, vice president for
business affairs, announced the
price increase would go into
effect in the 197 3-7 4 academic
year.
Specifically, meal prices will
go up 12.5 per cent for the
15-meal-per-week plan and 22.2
per
cent for
the
21-meal-per-wee-k plan. In
dollars and cents, the price per
quarter will be $187 .50 for the
15-meal plan as opposed to the
present $165. The 21-meal plan
will increase to $225, compared
to the present $175.
Goree explained the entire
cost of serving food must come
from these revenues. This
includes labor, food, utensils,

paper products, heat, air
conditioning, lights, water,
sewage , maintenance and
cleaning. The State of Florida
does not and will not subsidize
university food service_
Goree stated food service is
currently operating at an average
:monthly deficit of
approximately $3,000.
The increase will bring about
some improvements in the food
service. The cafeteria will reopen
on weekends. There will be
carved roast beef nigh ts, steak
nights, cook-outs and second
helpings. Also instituted will be
a self -service salad bar, a
sandwich table and at least two
special events associated with
resident hall or Village Center
programs.
In comparison to FTU,
Florida Atlantic University's
20-meal plan is $212.16 .and the
University of South Florida's
20-meal plan is $207.86.

Symphony Orchestra,
Soloists From. FTU
To Play On Campus
'!'he first Contemporary
Music Festival will take place
Monday and Tuesday on
campus. The program will
feature the FlQrida Symphony
Ore hestra (FSO) and guest
soloists from FTU's music
department faculty.
The fest iv al will consist of
open rehearsals . each ·day from
10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the
Village Center Assembly Room
arid two evening concerts.
A grant from the National
Endowment of the Arts is
helping the department of music
and Student Government to
present the event. Pavle Despalj
will conduct the FSO in two
concerts in the VCAR Monday
and Tuesday nights.
Tickets are available to
faculty, staff and students
without charge in the music
department office in the Village
Center. Admission fQr the public
is $3 per concert or $5 for both
performances. Streep's Tfcket
Agency in downtown Orlando
will also be selling tickets.
The orchestra will begin with
Schumann's "New England
Triptych" Monday night. Dr.

Gary Wolf, FTU assistant
professor of music, will perform
Gianstera's "Piano Concerto No.
1" with the FSO. The
concluding piece will be Bartok's
"Concerto for Orchestra."
On Tuesday night the FSO
will perform "Diversions of
Ares," a. composition written
for the festival by FTU associate
professor, Dr. Burt Szabo.
Sabina Micarelli will be featured
violinist in Prokofiev's
"Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra." The orchestra
present Hindemith's "Mathis der
Maler."
Contemporary Music Festival
officials are inviting composers
from throughout the Southeast
to bring their compositions to be
selected for programming. They
said they hope the festival will
develop into a week-long
contemporary music affair.

will

*****

The FTU Concert Band
presented an hour-long classical
music concert on the Village
Center lawn 11 a.m. Tuesday.
The informal presentation was
part of the music department's
efforts to bring more music to
the students.

MAINTENANCE OF Lake Claire, a long-time
responsibility of Student Government, has been
turned over to the Office of Student Affairs.

Lake Claire .Changes Hands
Student Government, at the
request of the Lake Claire
committee, has turned over
maintenance and all other
responsibilities pertaining to
Lake Claire, to the office of
Student Affairs.
"Since Student Government
has no way of being sure ·how
much money will be allocated to
the Lake Claire fund from year

to ~year, the committee felt the
Student Affairs office would
assure cont.i nuity in maintenance
of th area," said Ken Lawson,
direc~or of the Village Center.
SG allocated money this year
to build a bath house, to slope
the shore line of the bathing area .
and to install sewer lines.
Plans indicate the bath house
will be build before Jul!' 1, when

Student Affairs takes over Lake
·
Claire responsibilities.
The bath house is to contain
toilet and shower facilities for
men and women.
Lawson said any member of
the FTU community wishing to
use Lake Claire facilities should
come to his office. Starting July
1, canoes at the lake can be
checked out from the VC game
room.

Morgan Develops Projects
For Future R TV Expansion
By Campus News Service
A one-time carpenter turned
Ph.D. is in the process of
reshaping FTU's radio and
television system with some
welcome help from eager
apprentices. If the blueprints are
approved, they hope to nail
together a network that will
" literally take the university
beyond its walls."
So says Dr. Tom Morgan,
who came to FTU last fall with
10 years of commercial and
e ducational radio and TV
experience. Since then, he has
launched some optimistic
projects designed to familiarize
the community with university
life.
Morgan's current project is
twofold.' He is shooting for a
campus FM radio station, which
he believes could serve severaJ
purposes. It first of all would be
an excellent training ground for -

would-be broadcasters who are
majoring in radio and television.
It aJso would serve to recruit
students to the campus. Lastly it
would provide additional high
quality programming to the area.
Before Morgan can start,
however, an engineering survey
must be taken to determine
what frequency can be allotted
the new station and
recommended location for a
transmitter tower.
"We're at the front door,"
said Morgan. "Once we get the
okay, it will be two years before
we get on the air." He knows
what he's talking about. Before
joining the FTU faculty, he
planned and operated FM
stations at Kentucky's Murray
State University and Indiana
State University at Terre Haute.
In addition to the FM station,
Mor~an has been working with a

Interlibrary .Loan
Adds Resources

Interlibrary loan is a service
offered to FTU faculty, staff and
students to supplement the
univ~rsity l~brary's resources by
makmg available, upon request,
materials from other librarieS:
The interlibrary loan office is
~~te~ ~or tw,o w~eks but mal}y
on t~e hbrary s t?ird floor.. Mrs.
Laun~ Hodge will 3!1-swer any
questions about the service.
University Scene, USA...
Persons who want to request
interlibrary loans should first check
Despite the Florida House's "thumbs-down" of a bill to lower the the F'!'U card catalog_ to be ~re the
majority age, a trend in lower drinking ages across the country is .
spurring other colleges into opening facilities on campus where students m~ten~ th~y seek IS not m t~e
.Hodge said.
may drink. A recent survey of 429 colleges, roughly one-fifth of those umve~ity l~brary, Mrs. 18
If
an
mterbbrary
loan
• nec~ssary,
in the nation, found that 102 have places on campus for drinking. They
range from a beer tap at the University of Iowa to a full bar atop the the person must use th~ mterlibrary
new student union at the University of Wisconsin's Milwaukee campus. loan request form available at the
Forty-one per cent of the schools with bars did not have them four reference desk. The form must be
years ago. The survey was conducted by Robert Rainville, director of completed_ full~ and returned to the
the student union building at the University of Rhode Island. Rainville reference bbranan. .
The loan. office ~rocesses
said, "The dominant factor in the present trend is the lowered drinking
age." He added changing moral attitudes about drinking have also re9u~sts on a. fi~t-come,. fust-sei:ve
pnonty. Appl~cati~ns which requ~re
played an important part in the rash of rathskellar building.
research to identify the matenal
requested will require more time to
Williamsburg, Virginia ...
process a n d thus delay the
Here at the country's oldest college, William and Mary, coeds are t ra nsaction. Therefore, persons
filli ng out t he interlibrary loan
n~w wearing sweatshirts that read Mary and William .
form are asked to show the sour.ce
of . reference for the matenal
Amhurst, Massachusetts...
desired.
.
.
. .
Most matenal arnves withm two
Last fall the University of Massachusetts offered literary classes on
or three. weeks 0 .f t~e reques~.
Aeschylus' "Agamemnon" and "MacBeth,, and an interesting addition.
Photocopied matenal is sent via
Entitled "Gangsters in Film and Literature," it now includes in-depth
campus mail to faculty members,
studies of movies such as "The Godfather" and "the Family."

(]ATELJTIE

Students wishing to use the lake facilities may
contact Dr. Ken Lawson, director of the Village
Center. (Photo by David Foster)

and students may pick up
photocopies at the interlibrary loan
office.
Books borrowed through
interlibrary loan have due date slips
attached to them. Loans are usually
granted for two weeks, but may
libraries will grant renewals if
requested. If a renewal is desired,
the interlibrary loan office must be
notified at least five days prior to
the due ·date· otherwise the
renewal may not be granted by the
lending library.
· Mrs. June Stillman, reference
librarian at FTU, said that
interlibrary loan has been used
since the university · opened. She
added that FTU utilizes a
teletypewriter service (TWX) when
requesting much of the materials·
from other libraries.
Using TWX, requests are
teletyped to other libraries, and the
materials are sent to FTU. Mrs.
Stillman said "With TWX we are
able to get i~ t9uch with libraries
all over the nation." She added that
FTU began using TWX in December
1969.
''According to figures," Mrs.
Stillman added, "1,340 volumes or
articles were requested last fIScal
year by FTU. Also, the FTU library
loaned 375 articles and books to
other libraries throught the
interlibrary loan system."

handful of students, drawing up
plans for a TV "bicycle
network". This network would
. furnish weekly 30 minute video
taped productions to the area's
educational cable and
commercial stations. Morgan
already has a verbal agreement
for such a program with Orange
Cable TV and once the new
Pegasus News Network is
operating, he hopes to interest
other stations in the idea.
A bicycle network, Morgan
explained, is one where taped
programs are duplicated and sent
to a number of stations. At
Murray State, campus network
programs were fed to stations as ·
far away as St. Louis, he noted.
Morgan and the R TV
students continue to produce
on-campus radio and TV
programs over WFTU-AM and
University Television and are
obtaining the experience
necessary for more professional
programs.
Part of the nitty-gritty of the
business is evident in the master
control room. When it needed
renovation, Morgan put aside his
sheepskin and grabbed a hammer
and saw, two implements he
knows as well as microphones,
tape machines and cameras. The
result, with help from Art
Carlson, station engineer, is a
practicable operations center.
"I was a carpenter long
before I was a Ph.D.," Morgan
said. "If you want something
badly enough, you sweat a
little."

SDX Awards
Set Saturday
The FTU chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi professional
journalistic society will hold its
first awards dinner tomorrow
night on campus. Local news
media agencies will be honored
.for various community services.
Awards will be presented for
best overall radio news coverage,
best overalll television news
co ver age, best coverage of
on-campus entertainment, sports
and spot news, stimulation of
community awareness and most
cooperative on-campus news
source.
Guest speaker for the 7 p.m.
dinner will be Joseph Brechner,
columnist for the Sentinel ~tar.
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Foundation Head
Suggested Site
THE NEW president of the
FTU Foundation was
instrumental in determining the
location of FTU with his
suggestion to the Board of
Regents back when they wel'e
scouring Central Florida for a
suitable site for the university.
William Davis recommended
the present spot after several
other locations around the
Orlando area had been examined
and found unacceptable for
different reasons.
Davis is quite familiar with
this area, as his family lives on
the corner of FTU Boulevard
and Alafaya Trail. ·
DA VIS, who has lived in
Orlando since 1920, was elected
to the office of foundation
president in January by the
directors of the foundation. This
is his first quarter in the office,
but he has served on the board
of directors since the foundation
was formed. He succeeds Allen
Trovillion.
When President Charles N.
Millican first came to Orlando,
he was associated with Davis.
"His first office in town was
right above one of my drug
stores," Davis said. Davis has
owned and operated five retail
drug stores in the Orlando area.
He is presently head of Davis
and Associates Inc. Realtors.
DA VIS IS from Arkansas arid
his wife is from Mi~issippi.
After she graduated from high school in Jackson, Miss., Mrs.
Davis sang on tour with Sophie
Tucker.
While living in Orlando the
Davises have raised buffalo, kept
a riding stable, owned the Davis
Park motel, operated those five
drug stores, and in 1959 he .
served as president of the
Orlando Chamber of Commerce.
"We sold the buffalo just
before the university opened,"
he explained. "We didn't want
any students to take them on
campus."
DA VIS SAID he orefers to see

lc.i

PLAQUES N' WAX.

There used to be a time at FTU
when one could take a break with
nature and spend a few minutes in
uncomplicated silence. One could
momentarily escape the pressures
· tlY
of student li f e, SI'tt'mg quie
without having to undergo either .
educational input or output. ·
Not any more. After these few
years of relatively clean
bathroom walls, a graffiti artist
has stormed the bathrooms of
FTU' leaving behind his
distinctive trail of calligraphic _
scrawling.
The walls are covered with the
stuff. The subjects range from
what John does to Mary (or what
he wishes he could do) to the
socioeconomic pros and cons of
Walt Disney World.
Graffiti is as old as writing
itself. It has been found
everywhere, from the walls of
ruined cities excavated thousands
of years after their fall to the
interiors of rapid transit vehicles
in the largest of modern
metropolises.
With the advent of printing,
glue and the automobile, there
emerged a sort of portable ~affiti,
the bumper sticker. Through the
bumper sticker, we can place our
opinion on wheels for all to see
and perhaps satisfy the desire for
expre~ion. Who knows how .

dfome. :be.ao'ta.tin9

Odc.ai.

1980 West Fairbanks
Ne:A.'1 to East West Record Shop
GE Blackligh ts
FIRST DJSCOUNT HEAD SHOP in Orlando
CANDLES CANDLES CANDLES
Large selction of PARAPHERNALIA

~"'J-

many walls are clean today
because of the bumper sticker?
But back to the local john. For
all those months,
the walls sat
1y, sport·mg on lY an
patient
occasional
" .Hi!" or a primitive
sketching of the unmentionables.
The closet thing to wall wisdom
was the infrequent bathroom
limerick with which we're all
familiar, the most common
opening line being, "Here I sit all
broken-hearted."

At this point, enter the
leftwinger with, "Precisely! Let's
not forget the capitalist land
developers whose parasitic
methods have greatly contributed
to Disney's ecological disaster_."

Today, however, the rhetoric is
unbelievable. One almost
suspects a professor or two is
sneaking in a word of wisdom in
some of the septal e~ays.
The favorite subject on campus
seems to be Walt Disney World.
One bathroom wall sports a
running commentary from ~ op to
bottom on- the good and bad
points of Disney. It starts with a
simple statement, "Hooray for
the gas shortage. That means
fewer tourists going to WDW."
From there, the point of view
against Disney gets a little stiffer
with, "The mouse trap is the
worst environmental disaster to
ever strike Central Florida. It is
criminal to cover Florida (with
the ensuing pollution) because of
an amusement park."
·-

WDW has its friends, though.
One supporter retaliated with, "I
think you're all full of it. Disney
has given this area an economic
boom without which the Central
Florida area would have fallen
apart."
Jes us is another popular
subject for the local wall artists.
Borrowing from a popular soft
drink advertisement, one author
wrote, "Peace through Jesus
Christ. He's the Real Thing."
Somebody could- not resist
replying, "Why hang Jesus on a
bathroom wall? He has enough
identity problems with youth
already."
~pparently
someone took
time to read all the words of wit,
responding somewhere near the
bottom with, "If any of you
believe this stuff, get your ideas
off the bathroom walls and in
front of the public where it may
have a chance of doing some
good."
To which someone
thoughtfully added, "Right on!"
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the name· or the university
remain FTU, because he feels
the time will come when there
will be a need for a technically
oriented university in Florida
and that there is no place better
for it than here.
He agrees there has been an
surplus of scientists all over the
country since the space program
was cut back.
1
"Scientists are coming out our
ears," is the way he put it.
BUT DA VIS said he believes
things eventually will even out.
Defending his position for
retaining the technological image
of the university, he cited the
example of the progress of the
Japanese technicians, and
specifically their work with
developing video cameras. He
named three brands, all
Japanese.
"Why doesn't America make
this type of camera?" Davis
asked.
"I WOULD like to see the
federal government subsidize as
much funding for science . as it
does for farming," he said.
Some technical equipment has
been given to the university,
primarily for the engineering
department, through the FTU
Foundation, Davis pointed out.
The foundation, a nonprofit,
tax-exempt organization, accepts
gifts and donations in the name
of the university.
"A GOOD portion of the
donations is in loans, equipment
and scholarship," Davis said·.
Having just finished the 1972
fiscal year, · the foundation
turned approximately $48,000
over to the university.
Dr. William K. Grasty,
executive director of the
foundation and executive
a~istant to President Millican,
said 60 per cent of this sum was
used for scholarships and loans
and the rest w:as dispersed to the
library, academic, business and
student affairs area. Some was
kept in the foundation as a
M
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.~editation

Way
To Happy Life
By Bill McGrath

HOW WOULD you like to be
able to think more clearly, speak
more effectively, act with more
energy and creativity and enjoy
life more from day to day? Sure,
you say, but it sounds
complicated.
Well, it isn't. These are only
some of the benefits which
result _from the natural, easy
mental technique called
Transcendental Meditation (TM)
as taught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi.
Fantastic, it is.
THAT IS why TM is rapidly
spreading throughout the U.S.
The Students International
Meditation Society, which is a
nonprofit organization, has
cen~ers located in all 50 states,
and already there are more than
190,000 persons in the United
States alone practicing the
technique for self-improvement.
Unlike other techniques for
mental or physical development,
TM is not a religion or
philosophy. It is easy to learn
and continue without extensive
instruction. All that is involved
are four 2-hour lessons. After
this, a person is able to continue
the practice of TM alone, which
takes only 15 to 20 minutes
every morninJ! and evening.
Transcendental Meditation is
.easy to learn because it is so
natural. During TM, a person's
awareness is led beyond the
everyday conscious thinking
level to finer levels of the mind,
to fields t>f increasing energy,
creative · intelligence and
happiness within. The result is
clarity of mind which opens the
way for 1mproved appreciation
'o f life, self and others.

Through TM, a person moves
to more subtle levels of thought
un~il the mind arrives at the
source of thought. This source is
described as a reservoir of
energy, intelligence and
happiness.
Scientific research at UCLA,
Stanford and Harvard has
disclosed some very interesting
discoveries of what occurs
during TM. Basically, the body
receives profound relaxation and
rest and is remarkably free from
tension.
AS FOR physiologic.al
changes, there is a reduction in
respiration and heartbeat, a
decrease of about 25 per cent in
cardiac output, a lessening of
oxygen consumption of about
20 per cent and an increase in
skin resistance, which indicates
reduction of anxiety.
Most significant is the
increased output of alpha waves,
those brain wave patterns which
are associated with pleasure. All
of this signifies that in just 20
minutes, TM produces a state of
rest deeper than the rest attained
through deep sleep.
ACCREDITED courses in TM
·are already under way at Yale,
Stanford, UCLA and Wisconsin
as well as many other
universities.
The do-it-yourself style of TM
is ideally suited to the pragmatic
"show me" characteristic of
Americans. While it may be
premature to predict
Transcendental Meditation will
constitute a sweeping social
change, it could well have a
significant effect upon the
collective consciousness of
America in the '70s.
Introductory lectures in
Transc~ndental Meditation are
currently being held each
Tuesday and Thursday at 11
a.m. in VC 214. Kathi Baxter,
the Orlando area TM ins~ructor
who received personal
instruction from Maharishi
himself, is conducting the
lectures and will answer
questions from the audience
afterward.

DR. GALE Speiry, music department
chairman, conducts the FTU Concert Band
Tuesday on the Village Center lawn. The informal
.

~

Brown Discusses Obscenity Ruling
By Susan Sauerbnmn

In a recent 6-3 decision, the
U.S. Supreme Court overturned
the 1969 expulsion of a
University of Missouri graduate
student for distributing an
underground newspaper, ruling
that a state university cannot
expel students for distributing
offensive publicati<?ns on
campus.
When asked about his views
on the decision, W. Rex Brown,
.vice president for student affairs,
said, "It is my opinion that a
student is not stripped of his,
constitutional rights upon
enrollment in a university, but
unlimited power should be
.restricted to the extent that an
individuaJ should impose his
own sense of decency out of
respect for others."

($2.00 tickets for$ .75)

Brown added, "Buying a
ticket to a play does not give
one license to be one of the
players - even Robinson Crusoe
was not totally free."
He said he considers the
decision a good one for free
speech but not for decency in
society.
The newspaper in question
contained a front-page cartoon
"depicting policemen raping the
Statute of Liberty and the
Goddess of Justice" and "an
article entitled 'Mother F ......
Acquitted.' "
The majority opinion of the
court stated, "The mere
dissemination of ideas - no
matter how offensive to good
taste . -- on a state university
campus may not be shut off in

Cypress Titans Watch
Encroaching Civilization
By Weber Ivy

Even today you can still find
places in Florida where fern
topped titans of living driftwood
keep somber watch over the
THE BASIC principle upon
wetlands. Their trunks spiral out
which TM operates is defined by
of the sodden earth like
Maharishi as "the natural
sun-bleached pillars convulsing
tendency of the mind to seek a
under the weight of the sky.
field of greater happiness."
With great effort the cypresses
According to this principle, the
seem
to anchor their tops in the
mind shifts continually in the
heavens to keep from slipping
direction which will bring the
back into the muck that sustains
greatest pleasure to an
them, and the resulting
individual.
contortions yield their
•••••••••••~••••••••~--~--~~re~~n ~~ey~ w~~n
canyons, flowing goddess robes
and cunning eyes to the
imagination.
When the whippoorwill ushers
the moon to its seat in the livid,
starry amphitheatre, the mist
curtains rise and from the
haunted crevices of th~ cypress a
chorus of night beings lifts its
toneless tribute to the glittering
hosts.
But now intruding man
th reat ens th e cypress b ay h ead
with extinction, cutting the trees

FLORIDA .S TATE

presentation is part of a series to bring more music
to the students. (Photo by Marvin Clegg)

down for their beautiful, durable
wood; clearing, draining or
polluting the places where they
still grow.
The current exhibit in the
Library Lobby, "The Cypress of

lake Harney," pays homage to
the vanishing, primitive
loveliness of the bayhead plants
and animals with photographs,
drawings, paintings, poetry,
plant material, snail and turtle
shells and even sand from the
site.
It almost looks as if t.hey
really wanted to haul an entire
swamp in on floats, and I went
away feeling as if I had
personally exhausted the world's
supply of cypress knees, but
fortun~~ oo two~ fu~
natuntl wood sculptures ever
transmit exactly the same
message to the discerning eye.
T}le collection packs a wealth
of detail into a small space and
certainly deserves close and
careful study. The drawings and
poetry, especially command
attention, and the central
display of wood forms, shells
and a living air plant furnish an
attractive focal point. Surely
You have t1·me to see it all before
next Friday?

POLLUTION PHFIGHTER&

the name alone of conventions
of decency."
Brown said he sees good and
bad aspects of this decision with
regard to FTU students. He said,
from now on, the responsibility
for reasonableness must be
imposed by the student upo~
himself--the administration no
longer has control.

library
(Continued from Page 1)

any of these children get stuck
in an elevator.
The commotion caused by
unattended children disrupts
students trying to study, as the
noise level is always a problem,
explained Foy. "Many times we
do not have adequate space to
provide for these children during
times of maximum use of the
library. Nor do we have the staff
to assist 1hem with their school
work."

According to Foy, the
problem of unattended children
becomes more acute during.
summer quarter when children
are dropped off at the door of
the library and picked up by
their parents after class.
Foy said · the problem of
unattended children emphasizes
the need for a day care center on
campus.
·:'fl

Forum
(Continued from Page 1)

~fu~his~~~9~ri~~in
Student Government was an
asset because it helps him see the
problems from the outside_
In reference to voter appeal,
Nursey stated, "I'm appealing to the vast silent majority of
students on this campus who are
sick and tired of creeping
permissiveness and moral ·
degeneration within our
university and any others who
happen to stumble into the
voting
booth."
Const
an tine bases hiscampaign on general appeal ..
"I'm just going to appeal to

Maintain furnances properly.
Turn off faueets while
brushing teeth, shaving or
putting in contact lenses.

anybody I possibly can."
"We are appealing to
every?~e. It's not th~~ we're
prom1smg to eve~one, Co~ta
------------------~------------fjc ommented.
But we re
I ~ppealing to everyone to come
I ack into Student Government
I nd participate."

Ballots
(Continued from Page 1)

W9METCO

'S

( $ 2. 00" tickets for $1. 00)

FREE

TICKETS A Y AILABLE
YC ROOM 203

9am- 2:45pm

a.bide by the statutes passed by
the Student Senate," and that
"the purpose of the election
statutes is not to hurt anyone or
any candidate . The
responsibility rests with the
Student Government Senate."
GOOD ONLY AT
Gabriel Yanni, elections
:· commissioner, -commented "it is
4801 E. Colonial I the responsibiJity of the
or
I ind~vidual st~dents to pi~k up
.2501 W. Colonial~ their b~?ts if they are gomg to
be away.

FRENCH FRIES
with purchase of% lb. hamburger
or% lb. cheeseburger with this
coupon.
Expiration date May 15, 1973
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Department-of Music &Study Presents
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THE FLORIDA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
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OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
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FTU Dept. of Music faculity Sa•ina Mlcarelli, violin student Burt Sza•o,
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composer Gary Wolf pianst.
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For Friday, April. 27 , 1973
IF YOU WERE BORN
'T'ODAY:
In your honor this is
nation a 1 Arbor Day .
Celebrate by planting
something. You may -be
surprised what grows, like
your mo th er was so many
years ago. And all that time
she thought the bit about
kids in cabbages was hokum.

PI~CES:

AQUARIUS:

**
*
*;**.*.$JlCJ!c.$Jle4C************JM.""t"i'

{+

_c,,_
'"i:"i'
~
""t"i'
.!.I.
~
.!.I.
""Ci"

f .

C0 PS .

Remember: Sunday
morning Daylight Saving
Time begins. Be sure to set
your clocks bac·k one hour
before retiring Saturday
night. It's easy to remember.
J ust d o li k e I do: spring back
and fall forward. (I love to
spread confusion wherever I
go .)

TQ p•I. CS

. --4*

See SCORPIO.
AR.JES:
You will be given a lovely
gift
some artificial
this ofweek
from a flqw~rs
secret
admirer. They will die.
TAURUS:
0
th; u~t~~t~e i~h:s:;

t~et:t~·

~ . Kits: A remote control frog.
You make him jump--you
make him croak-you work
his tongue. M.aybe you can
...Co!. manage h1·s 11'fe better than
""Ci"
you have your own.

{+* .

Why not drive slow and see our new school? Of course, you
can drive fast and see the old county jail!! .
WEEKLY SUMMARY APRIL 16-22
Citations issued
' Courtesy citations issued
Battery assists
Opening locked vehicles
(includes motorist assists)
Emergency runs
Traffic accidents investigated
Items recovered and turned
over to Lost and Found
Incidents reported and under
investigation

.'

28
25
12

*
{+
{+
{+
~

J::

*
*
""t"i'

14
0
2
3

2

{+
~

...Co!.
""l'f'

GEMINI:
Your daring nature will
take you to places of
excitement this week. Like to
the corner or the bathroom
alone. This is only the
beginning. Who knows? Next
week maybe DOWNTOWN!
CANCER:
Don't expect any surprises

~

tonight. When you were set
up for the blind date, he
wasn't kidding. Come
prepared with a white cane
and your dotted Swiss tie f>O
shecanreadifshegetsbored.

inculcating, and . at the same
time your hot water will have
a tendency to remove
impurities from his person
and possibly his skin in
spots.--S.L.Clemens

LEO :
You silly goose! You
wouldn't believe her when
she told you she was the
sheriff's daughter. Now she's
high as the price of beef,
singing bawdy songs and
dancing the polka on top of
the refrigerator--and her
father is at the front door
with her galloshes, in case it
rains. Hope you can think
fast, tiger; you'll need it.

LI BR A :
Do not dabble in those arts
with which you are not
familiar, like talking. Work on
chewing gum and walking at ~
the same time. Once this has ?j"'
been mastered, move on to ,
more glorious things.
-.y
~
SCORPIO:*
~?j"'
Your talents will be ~
discovered today and you will
~
be sued.
?j"'

VIRGO:
If you at any time find it
necessary to correct your
brother, do not correct him
with mud-never, on any.
account, throw mud at him,
because it will spoil his
clothes. It is better to scald
him a little, for then you
obtain desirable results. You
secure his immediate
t.o the lessons you · are

SAGITTARIUS:
You are a natural debater.
Winning arguments is easy for · ~
you, as long as you are not ?j"'
encumbered by the facts.
CAPRICORN:
;+
You are a freeble! A Nurd!
A Paxonfagg! A Rat's Hole! ~
A Dorfwhistle! An Oaf! A
Clod! A Nerbish! A Hockney! ~
Andarottenbanana.Butwe
still like you (re money).
~

~

"*4**
*4*
~
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4*

**
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*
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*
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Greenhaw Follows Tradition To A 'Tea'
By Gene Kruckemyer

"GOD IS an Englishman"
declared the small sign lying on
the filing cabinet. Taped to the
front of the drawer was a picture
of Winston . Churchill and his
quote, "Without a sense of
history, no man can understand
the problem of his times."
Hanging from the wall was a
travel poster from London.
Pictured were several shiny black
cannons and the majestic Tower
Bridge spanning the Thames.
Combine these sentiments and
you have the gospel. At least,
the gospel according to
Greenhaw.
Perhaps no one in Florida is

more enthusiastic about
England-its tradition and its
heritage--than Thomas
Greenhaw, FTU assistant
professor of history.
HE'S MORE British than the
British.
Although he was born in
Arkansas and grew up there and
in Tennessee, Greenhaw said he
was just "always taught 'God
save the King' in grammar
school."
Today, his first love in
teaching history is teaching
British history. This summer
Greenhaw plans to go to Exeter,
England, to take the final

examination for his doctoral
degree.
AS DISCUSSION turned
toward Queen Elizabeth,
Greenhaw's choirboy-like face
beamed with excitement. "Yes,
·I've seen her, unworthy though I
am. I've never had the chance to
be introduced to her, though."
Glancing around his office,
one can absorb the apparent
affection he has toward the
Queen. A picture of her reSts on
the cabinet and one is taped to
the door.
"At home I have another
picture of the Sacred Presence
(the Queen)," he continued. "It

is a reproduction of her offici31
portrait. I picked it up in
Canada."
True to English form,
Greenhaw has his "tea by
appointment" every afternoon.
"In London," he explained,
"you cari drive down the middle
of the street at four o'clock and
not hit anybody. They are all
inside drinking their tea."
IT WOULD be easy to
convince oneself that Greenhaw
is the classic example of a British
gentleman who had spent all his
life in England playing cricket.
He even seems to have a slight
accent to go along with his
·casual appearance.
He munched on a German
chocolate cookie and leaned
back in his chair. His hair, which
is slightly graying, seemed naked
without bowler.
"One time I was having a
party at my house on the Prince
of Wales' birthday," the Stetson
graduate said, "and I had a
Union Jack flying in my front
yard. Somebody happened to
take it, but I can't really blame
them. When you see something
as nice as that, you just have to
have it for yourself."

a
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EVEN THE family pet was
unable to escape Greenhaw's
enthusiasm. The cat, a Siamese,
but which "is royal,
nonetheless," is named Edward.
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4-Channel Stereo System
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The Complete System Includes:
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• 4 "Criterion 77" 3-Speaker 3-Way Boohhelf Acoustic-Suspension Speaker Systemfe~tures 81/z" Woofer, 31/z'' ~id-Range Speaker, Jl.2 .. Direct Radiator Type Tl'<eeler,
plus oil walnut cabinetry•

~---Also

authorized Dealer for _ _ __,

PANASONIC HI-Fl. SONY, AKAi, GARRARD, -*
*~ SHURE,
HITACHI, KOSS AND MANY OTHERS· #

# COMPLETE LINE OF CAR
#
#
TAPE PLAYERS & SPEAK_ERS.#

**
#

LAFAYETTE RADIO ASSOCIATE STORE

1225 N. Mills
phone 896-3801

°**
°*#

************************************

Flags are a major part of the
. decor in Greenhaw's office. Two
Union Jacks cover the door and
another sits on his desk. A small
stand on the file- cabinet holds a
variety of eight other English
flags.
The one behind his desk,
seems to be his pride and joy.
"That's the Royal Standard,u he
stated. "It takes precedence over
all other flags in England. The
only place it can be displayed is
on the Queen's car or the table
where she is eating."
HE ACQUIRED the flag with
great difficulty. After going to
the place where the flag was
made, he told the manufacturer
he was a teacher of British
history in America and he would
like to buy one of the flags. At
first the company officials did
not like the idea, but after
Greenhaw promised not to put
the flag on his car, they obliged
him.
Although Greenhaw adores
Britain, he wouldn't want to live
there. "I suppose that's heresy,"
he stated, "but I like it here in
Florida. When the water in the
English Channel gets up to 45
degrees, they think it~ s hot and
·they go out for a swim."
Before the visitor leaves
Greenhaw's office, he cannot
help noticing another sign on the
cabinet. It says, "The British are·
Here" -- and h·ow true it is.
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By Roland Browne

Now lords and ladies, friends and patrons all,
Welcome to FTU.
Or should we call
It SUO and CFU? Who knows?

By another other name, it's said, a rose
Would smell.
We hope our play will not.
We've done our level best with what we've got:
A comedy by Sheridan, Richard B.
The Noel Coward of his century,
Known for his Irish wit and repartee.
We ask you now to step into a past
Lovingly recreated by our cast,
A past of smelling salts and lovers' tiffs,
Of unrequited love and many ifs
Of plot and counterplot redoubled twice
All to intrigue, enthrall you, and entice:
Will Captain Absolute win his Lydia Languish?
Or will his plotting only bring him anguish?
Will Squire Acres stand and fight, or flee?
For what transpires, you'll have to wait and see.
And what of Faulkland? Will he get his Julia?
We promise many a contretemps to fool ya,
This in a time when nice girls seldom bedded
Until the man was safely caught and wedded.
But don't forget that ladies worth their salt
Will always find the gentleman at fault.
Tonight you'll hear that paradox of breeding,
'The 19nely wi~ow Malaprop, succeeding
At what is catamount to language murder:
You'll understand this better when you've heard her.
She sets her cap for Lucius O'Trigger,
In Irish gent who'd like his fortun_e bigger.
But Lawks! How I do rattle on and prate!
Our play is ready and the actors wait.

[
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"The Rivals" by Richard Brinsley Sheridan will open Thursday at 8: 30
p.m. in the university theatre. The play will run through May 6, with a
special matinee performance for high schools students 2 p.m. Saturday.
Reservations may be made by calling ext. ·2861 weekdays between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m.

The following is a partial list
of malapropism uttered by Mrs.
Malaprop during "The Rivals."
she uses
Accommodation for recommendation;
Affluence for influence;
Allegory for alligator;
Analyzed for paralyzed;
Antistrophe for catastrophe;
Caparisons for comparisons;
Compilation for appellation;
Commotion for emotion;
Conjunction for injunction;
Contagious for contiguous;
Controvertible for incontrovertible;
Delusions for allusions;
Derangement for arrangement;
Enveloped for developed;
Envoy for convoy;
Epitaphs for epithets;
Exhort for escort;
Geometry for geography;
Harry Mercury for the herald Mercury;
Hesperian for Hyperion's;
Hydrostatics for hysterics;
Illegible for ineJigible;
Illiterate for obliterate;
Illuminate for elucidate;
Incentive for instinctive;
Induction for seduction;
Ineffectual for intellectual;
Infallible for ineffable;
Interceded for intercepted;
Intuition for tuition;
ob for Jove;
Laconically for ironically;
alevolence for benevolence;
arch for Mars;
Oracular for venacular;
Orthodoxy for orthography;
Participate for precipitate;
Perpendiculars for particulars;
Persisted for desisted;
Physiognomy for phraseology;
Pineapple for pinnacle;
Preposition for proposition;
Progeny for prodigy;
Punctuation for punctilio;
Putrifications for petrifactions;
Similitude for simile;
Simulation for dissimulation;
Supercilious for superficial;
Superfluous for superficial;
Superstitions for superfluous, and
andyk for vandal.
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trapped electrons gyrating
around the lines of such a
magnetic field.
From these emissions
MODEL OF JUPITER INTERIOR
scientists have sunnissed that
Jupiter's magnetic field, like the
Earth's, is doughnut shaped,
CLOUD T O P S - - - - - - - ,
except that it is 20 times as
AMMONIA CRYSTALS
strong.
AMMONIA DROPLETS
AMMONIA VAPOR
Th is increase in strength
UPPER
ATMOSPHERE
ICE CRYSTALS
would enable Jupiter to capture
WATER DROPLETS
WATER VAPOR
high energy protons from the
sun in concentrations a million
...---LIQUID ANO/OR SOLID HYDROGEN
times higher than those for the
METALLIC HYDROGEN --INTERNAL ENERGY
,,..._-·"
Earth,s radiation belt.
SOURCE GRAVITATIONAL ./"'
,.
PARTLY AS a result of this~
OR RADIOACTIVE
/
'
field, Jupiter is a very noisy
ROCKY SILICATES ~
METALLIC ELEMENTS
planet, at least radio-wise;
indeed, Earth receives more
radio noise from Jupiter than
from any other extraterrestrial
source except the Sun.
The average temperature at
the tops of Jupiter's clouds
will then decide on Pioneer ll's
If so, life could exist without
appears to be about -229 degrees photosynthesis. These scientists
exact path past the planet and
F. A few years ago astronomers postulate life forms on Jupiter
make the required course
flaunted this as evidence that life would have to float or swim
changes.
on Jupiter would be impossible because a solid surface, if any,
A critical question is how
because it would be too cold. would be deep inside the planet
close may the probe approach
But recent studies indicate that at very high pressures.
the planet. The question of
much of the diffuse outer
AMONG other mysteries
Jupiter's radiation belts will be a
atmosphere is close to room Pioneer 11 is expected to help
critical factor. The belts may be
temperature, and that the top solve is the Great Red Spot--a
as much as one million times
layer is about 68 degrees F.
strange red region in the
Interestingly, infrared southern hemisphere. Most
ir------..--~-,.....- · -~- ,
·~~..:
measurements from high altitude planetologists think the Great
••
aircraft suggest the giant planet Red Spot may be a column of
I
radiates about three times more gas, the center of an enormous
.I
energy than it absorbs from the vortex, rising from Jupiter's
I
sun. Also, the planet surface interior to the top of the
I
areas shadowed by Jupiter's atmosphere.
I
moons appear to measure hotter
Generally theorists suggest
than surrounding sunlit regions. Jupiter is almost large enough to
See next week} FuTUre for
be a small star, and current
:Probe 2 on the Ad Hoc Beer
Jupiter theories call for a
Life On Jupltet?
relatively hot core, compared
I Committee report.
PERHAPS THE most with earlier ideas of an
I
intriguing unknown is the extremely cold interior.
I
possible presence of life in
I
Jupiter's atmosphere.
I
Most scientists now seem to
I
agree on the presence of liquid
I
water droplets in the
. .. _.
I~
atmosphere. Support for this
opinioµ. comes from the view the
planet is believed to have a
mixture of elements similar to
MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS
that found in the sun, and is
(!) RADIOISOTOPE
THERMOELECTRIC
almost sure to have abundant
GENERATORS (2)
oxygen.
@ THRUSTERS
@ MEDIUM-GAIN
And most of this oxygen has
ANTENNA
© HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
probably combined with the
@ COMMAND
abundant Jovian hydrogen as
DISTRIBUTION UNIT
@ STELLAR REFERENCE
water.
ASSEMBLY
(j) LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
JUPITER'S atmosphere
@ TRAVELING WAVE
contains ammonia, methane and
TUBES 12)
@ DIGIT AL TELEMETRY
hydrogen. These constituents,
UNIT
along with water, are the
ingredients of the primordial
"soup" believed to have
produced the first life on Earth
by chemical evolution. On this
evidence, Jupiter could contain
all of the needed building blocks
of life.
Some scientists have suggested
the planet may be like a huge
factory-turning out vast amounts
of life-supporting chemicals
frorn these raw materials, using
not sunlight, but its own internal
energy.

.

One interesting hypothesis
holds that despite the five billion
years since the fonnation of the
planets, Jupiter has not yet
completed its gravitational
condensation. Continued settling
toward the center as little as
l/254th of an inch per year
could explain the vast amounts
of energy radiated by the planet.

The mission
SOMETIME next spring
scientists will have analyzed all
the data collected from Pioneer
lO's swing around Jupiter, which
will have been completed four
months earlier. Project officials

stronger than Earth's belts, and
the high energy protons and
electrons held by the belts could
penetrate deeply into the
spacecraft, damaging vital solid
state electronic circuitry.
Also, any dust particles held
close to Jupiter's atmosphere
could impact the probe at speeds
approaching · 137,000 miles per
hour. Scientists are hoping that
such particles will be few.
IF DATA from Pioneer 10
indicate such. dangers are very
small, Pioneer 11 could be
routed very near to the planet's
cloud tops arid fly onward
toward Saturn for arrival in
1980.
The actual fly-by will be a

...

I

..

____________

NAVIGATION

I
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CANOPUS
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s

very touchy process in that
communication time from Earth
to Jupiter will - be around 45
minutes, so that commands must
be precisely timed in advance for
perfonnance at a particular
point over the planet. Five
commands can be stored in
advance on the spacecraft.
As Pioneer 11 · approaches
Jupiter's immense gravitational
field, its velocity will more than
double to almost 80,000 miles
per hour. If the probe skims the
cloud tops its speed will
approach 110,000 m·.p.h.
AS IN THE case of Pioneer
10, the basic Pioneer 11 mission
is planned to last through
encounter and about three
months thereafter. After that, it
is not possible to predict exactly
how long the spacecraft will
continue to function.
Scientists are hoping for that
"try" at Saturn, which for a
change, would make Pioneer 11
a "first", distinguish it from
Pioneer 10 and mark it as the
space program's most noble
atte.mpt at planetary
exploration.
·

-~~---------------------~------------~--~----~------------------~------------J
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Activity Calendar
TODAY

MONDAY, APRIL 30

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS:
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Multi Purpose
Room.

AMERICAN FESTIVAL OF MUSIC:
Florida Symphony Orchestra open
rehearsal, 10 a.m., VCAR.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 239.

TYES:
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 211.

ORDER OF DIANA:
Meeting, 7 p.m.; VC 200.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m.; VC 214.

FLORIDA
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA:
American Festival of Music
concert, 8: 30 p.m., VCAR.

JOB INTER VIEWS:
U.S. Navy, All day, _AD 225.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
7 p.m., VC 214.
"BONNIE AND CLYDE":
VC Movie, 8:30 p.m., VCAR.
VC COFFEE HOUSE:
10: 30 p.m. ~ VC Patio

SATURDAY. APRIL 28
CHESS CLUB - INTERCOLLEGIATE TOURNAMENT:
9 a.m.; CB 103.

"BONNIE AND CLYDE":
VC Movie, 8:30 p.m.~ VCAR.
BASEBALL:
FTU vs. University of South
Florida. A way. :

SUNDAY. APRIL 29
CHESS CLUB - INTERCOLLEGIATE TOURNAMENT:

9 a.m.; CB 103.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA:
· Meeting, 6 p.m.~ VC 211.
KAPPA SIGMA:
Meeting, 6 p.m.; EN 109.

TRI DELTA:
. Meeting, 7 p.m.; EN 121.

LA ITER-DA Y SAINTS:
Me~ting, 11 a.m., VC 211.

WEDNESDAY,MAY2

EOPLE:
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 109.

ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIR:
All day, VC Patio.

TAU EPSILON PHI:
Meeting, 7:30 p.m.; EN 108.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 200.

FLORIDA
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA:
American Festival of Music
concert, 8: 30 p.m., VCAR.

CHESS CLUB:
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200.

TUESDAY. MAY I

FTU STUDENT John Gambrell, second from right, receives the first
of 10 weekly checks to be awarded for oustanding work performances
from Diversacon Industries' president Patrick Lester. _'lbose at the
presentation are, from left, C. A. Collier, Diversacon personnel and
safety manager, FTU President Charles N. Millican, and T. P. Rajcbel,
FTU Cooperative Education coordinator. Gambrell, who is a Co-op
student, will receive $25 each week for the number of weeks he was
employed by Diversacon. (Photo by Bill Ivey)

THURSDAY, MAY 3
PHI DELTA Pl- SNEA/FEA:
Meeting; 11 a.m.'

ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIR:
All day, VC Patio. :

FUTURE MARKETERS CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m.; CB 224.

AMERICAN FESTIVAL OF MUSIC:
Florida Symphony Orchestra open
rehearsal, 10 a.m., VCAR.

INTER FRATERNITY COUNCIL
JUDICIAL BOARD:
Meeting, 11 a.m.; LR 233.

I

ACCOUNTING CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 216.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON RUSH:
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 214.

ICHTHUS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 108.

BLACK STUDENT UNION:
Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 211.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 502.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
Meeting, Noon, EN 502.

PEGASUS PUBLIC RELATIONS
CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 149.

STUD E NT GOV E RNM E NT
SENATE:
Meeting, 4 p.m.; Multi Purpose
Room.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:

Meeting, 6 p.m.; EN 360.
ZETA TAU ALPHA:
Chapter meeting,
VCAR-A.

6:30

p.m. ,

ZETA TAU ALPHA:
Sorority meeting, 6: 30 p.m. ; VC
214.
PI KAPPA ALPHA:

Meeting, 8:30 p.m. , EN 108.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 210.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212:
lNTRAM URALS:
_Mee ting, 11 a.m., VC 200.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 239.
"THE RIVALS" :
FTU th ea t re
prese n tatio n ,
SCAUD.

depar t m ent
8 : 30 p . m .,

Tech Fair Ends
A miniature model of the
campus sewage treatment plant,
an assembly line that kicks out
ping pong balls which fail to
meet specifications and a
two-man helicopter will be on
display during FTU's second
annual Engineers Fair, which
ends today.
The student exhibit, which is
sponsored by the campus
chapter of the Florida
Engineering Society, features
group and individual projects.
Prizes will be awarded in each of
the categories, according to Dr.
Don Wall, faculty advisor to the
student group.
Judging the entries tOday will
be a five.man panel from
business and industry. Members
are Dr. Richard Hall of the
Martin Company; M. E. Dawkins
of Dawkins and Associates;
Ed ward Lobnitz of Tilden,
Denson and Lobnitz; Joseph
Scianna, Martin Company, and

Lowry Marks Jr., Martin
Company.
Also on display will be the
well-known MAX, the pollution
free automobile designed by
FTU engineering students for
last year's fair which took top
honors in the group category
and went on to win further
honors at the National Clean Car
contest in August. The car was
on exhibit during the first two
days of the fair.
Dr. Robert D. Kersten, dean
of the College of Engineering,
noted the fair has several
purposes, including the
stimulation of new ideas that
·can be practically adapted, the
involvement of students and the
generation of public interest in
"what engineering is all about."
The fair is open to the public'.
All exhibits are located on the
ground floor of the Engineering
Building. An awards banquet for
the best displays will be held
noon today at the Ramada Inn.
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ELECT

. LEE CONSTANTINE Pres.
HUNTER POTTS Vice Pres~
FELLOW STUDE NTS ,
During our 5 years combined experience working in Student Government, we have fought for
many programs of importance to the students on this campus. These include the estabUshment and
expansion of the Student Subsidy Program, initiating the drive for beer on campus, the
re-instatement of Pre-Registration and continuance of the quarter system, the estabUshment of
Inter-University Programming open to all students, the establishment of new and better
procedures for club funding, working for a student oriented Judical System, curbing the veto
powers of the Vice President of Student Affairs, and a voter registration drive on campus.
We have laid the groundwork for new projects for students next year. However, we need your
support to continue this progress, and together, WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN
PLATFORM

1. Expansion of Student Government Programs such as the Student Subsidy Program, the Used
Book Exchange, and Inter-University Programming.
2. Establishment of a Board to increase communications with the student body tluough
newsletters and daily meetings with students.
3. Increase of scholarships given to students through Student Gove~en t as well as a feasibility '
study ofa Student Government loan fund.
4. Establishment of a Rathskeller on campus within our term of office.
5. Further student causes in Academic Affairs i.e.. continuance of pre-registration and quarter
system, pub]jshing of teacher evaluation booklets. and regulation of course book
requirements.
6. Work wHh other agencies of the University to provide students with better services within the
areas of Placement, Financial Aid, Village Center, Food Services and Health Center.
7. Work toward establishment of a Child Day Care Center and providing legal aid for students.
8. Organization of student car-pools to help alleviate the parking problem and promote
ecologkal balance.
9. Consolidation of Student Government resources and finances.
10. Increased assistance to clubs and organizations including a bulk rate mailing license and
establishment oflnter-Club Counsel.
11. Increased assistance to resident students and improvement of dormitory living conditions.
12. Increased recreational activities at Lake Claire.
13. Expansions of transportation to athletic even ts.

B
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Vulture Awards Presented
By Xandaugh Peeterz

WHILE MARLON BRANDO
took some of the glitter off the
finish of this year's Oscar
presentations, we, the diehard
sphincters of the FuTUre, will
nonetheless, ignoring all
recommendations, go on with the
show. It's Vociferous Vulture
tinie again.
In the last year or so
(depending on whether you go by
semesters, quarters, - military or
civilian time, AC or DC), the
silent and not-so-silent minority
of thi,s fair university made
distinguishing marks in their
particular field of endeavor.
And while the campus
information media bypassed their
achievements for other burning
issues (Horridscopes, editorials
and the like), these achievements
have not gone in vain.
Acceptance speeches have
been voted down by the Board of
Regents who explained, "Every
little tree seems to whisper Louise
and that's all college students are.
Little trees that, after careful
nourishing, will pla:nt roots in the
community providing shade for
shady minds before going the way
of all deadwood and winding up
as pulp for Gore Vidal's next
pulpy wqrk."
WINNERS MAY pick up their
awards after turning in their
student ID cards (which are no
longer necessary; the awards have
their names on it and we know
who they are).
Winners of the 1972-73
Vociferous Vulture Awards are as
follows:
The "Will Our Mystery Guest
Please Sign In" trophy goes
to .. . Florida Technological
University, which, after six years
has decided to change its name.
Only 45 choices (ranging from

Solaris U. to UFO-(University of
Florida at Orlando) were
submitted to the unproud
parents, the Board of Regents,
who chose State University at
Orlando as the new title.
SPEAKING OF names, Dr.
Fred Fedler, assistant
communications professor,
captured the Fran Elliott Jr.
Award for originality in pen
names. Fedler has written several
articles for men's magazines
under the non de plume of Tom
Fedler. Clever.
He Ain't Heavy, He's My
Brother... Lump Boston.
Herky Cush: for~er sports
statistician for FTU's public
information office, wins our
Electric Abacus Certificate. Cush
carefully kept track of Knight .
basketball star Mike Clark's
career point total all year. When
Clark bagged his 2,000th point,
Cush stopped the game and had
the winning ball presented to
Clark, who seemed more sheepish
than usual. Small wonder, for he
had scored his real 2,009th point
the game before. Clark, who kept
his own statistics, accepted the
game ball anyway.
FROM THE Ridiculous To
The Sublime... to the sewage
treatment people at the
university physical plant who are
growing, of all things, a rose
garden. And they never promised
us one, either.
Jon Findell wins the Desi
Arnaz Jr. Look-Alike Award for
planning to marry Liza Minelli.

'
To th at
thrill-seeking
pseudo-pilot in· the .goggles and
white flowing scarf who buzzed
the library in his airplane goes a
leftover SAM, courtesy of those

. 678-1765

Rt. 436 & Howell Branch Rd.

YOUR -LOCAL MUSIC SUPPLIER
We carry everything in Records & Tapes
-From Santana to Satie
-From Brubeck to Beethoven
-From Clapton to Carlie Simon
(And we special order at no extra cost!)
Large selection of Guitars, Musical Instruments
and all related accessories
Largest selection of sheet music &·books in the area

valiant individuals who will
remain in college an extra
quarter, retaking the final exam
they failed due to the cursed
baron's antics.
TO DR. STEVE Levensohn
goes the Truman Capote Silver
Slipper Award ... for having the
nerve to carry a purse and become
FTU's first (and only) resident
sage-in-drag.
Who Was That Masked Man? I
Wanted To Thank Him ... to Isaac
Bickerstaff Jr., who, contrary to
unfounded rumors, · is not
Howard Hughes.
Overreache_r of The
Year . . . Torchy Clark who
scheduled Memphis State for the
FTU basketball team to play. We
lost. By 49 points. But we didn't
get skunked.
THE JOHNNY Whitaker
Look-Alike Award goes to Mike
Murdock, whose raven tresses and
choir-boy face make him look
more like Jody of "Family
Affair" than the.future Marine he
really is.
The Marc Smith Questionable
Journalism Award is
unanimously presented to
WillYAM Lee Hidden, for his
droll column that makes those
Friday restroom readings of the
FuTUre come to an abrupt halt.
Thanks
For The
Mammaries ... to a Southern
Airlines stew named .Alice who
made boobs of four FuTUre
personnel by showing them a few
pointers while playing frisbee.
BUT I KEPT MY , OWN
STATISTICS .. .to Mike Clark,
Central Florida's most famous
garbage man,- who has turned
down the st.arring role in the
Harry Smith-directed film version
of his life, "The Oshkosh
Snowbird."
The Sorry Charlie, Ed Burtoni
Good Taste Award goes to the
crass masses of FTU who ignored
the chance to listen to Pulitzer
Prize-winning poets on campus
but flocked in droves to abuse
their ears with the banal twanging
of Brownsville Station.
· Put The Sleeper On Them and
Make Them Say Uncle Sam... to
_two of the FTU wrestling team's
t.op performers, Paul Allard and
Dale Olson, who were drafted.
IF THE SHOE Fits, Insert In

Mouth Trophy ... to Student
Body veep Lee Constantine (a
vociferous vulture of the highest
order) who complained of being
nicknamed Loudly Constantalk,
sayiQg, "It's important that I talk
a lot in my job. You all have given
me a bad image just because I'm
friendly and talk a lot; besides if I
didn't talk no one would know
what's happening in SG." Right
on, Lee.
Bury My Heart At Wounded
Knee ... to Ed Fluitt.
Hi, I'm Mark Denno.
FROM THE TINY Acorn
Grew The Mighty Oak ... to
FTU's soccer team, a cruel joke a
year ago, who trained like
Spartans and wound up with a
winning season, even winning a
tournament in Gainesville.
The Vanishing Breed Award
goes to that handful of students
who showed up for "An Evening
With JFK" by Jeremiah Collins.
Only 50 students bought tickets
for the show, and an unconfirmed
report reveals that Ron Page, alias
"The Pig," was among the group.

THE
ARMADILLO
Look-Alike Award goes to the
intramural referees and officials
who must have thick protective
shells to withstand the childish
verbal abuse to which they were
subjected almost daily during the
basketball season.

Hi, I'm Mark Denno.
AND YOURS truly claims the
final award. I will take home the
Frustrated Fossil Award. You
see, I am from the Days Of
FuTUre Passed, and in my wildest
dreams I strive to clasp hold of
the fleeting immediacy of youth
and college life. Fanfare...curt.ain ... fade to black ... all right,
you all, that's a take.

Course . To. Study Noise
·rhe problems and effects of
noise pollution, plus identifying
and testing for hearing problems,
will be examined in an FTU
two-day short course tomorrow
and Sunday.
The course, which has been
developed by FTU', will study
the use of sensible programs for
noise reduction in industry and·
audiometric testinj! for workers.

Architects
·See FTU
A group of 40 architects from
Frankfurt, Germany, visited the
campus April 18 taking pictures
and touring, the new and modern
buildings.
This gr:oup was part of an
82-person tour throughout
Central Florida, which included
sites at Dade City, Kennedy
Space Center and Walt Disney
World.
The trip was sponsored by
the U.S. Office of Education.
The tour around Florida was
arranged by the Mid-Florida
Council for I~temational Visits.

BARNETT BANK
FREE CHECKING

-

The Country Joe Fish Cheer
Award goes to that overzealous
FTU cheerleader who screamed
out the wrong thing within
ear.shot of a referee at a basketball
game, resulting in a technical foul
being called on the Knights.

•••

DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK

The course will also bring up the
economic and legal aspects of
hearing conservation programs,
po in ting out recent federal
legislation regarding the effects
of industrial noise on workers.
The short course . is
coordipated by Dr. Thomas A.
Mullin of the communications
department, and will feature a
facu·lty
composed of
audiologists, physicians,
registered nurses, industrial
hygienists, attorneys, sound
engineers and other persons
experienced in 'the aiea . of
industrial audiometric
technology.
Information on the course
and enrollment may be obtained
by contacting Al Fickett, office
of graduate studies and research,
AD suite 397 /399B. Students
must register for this course by 5
p.m. today.

r- -- - - --

/campus Glances !
RESVMES PROGRAM
All women students of
business are invited to attend a
program on how to fill out
resumes 1 p.m. today ·in the
dean's conference room on the
second floor of the General
Classroom Building.

GUNTER TO SPEAK
EAST ORLANDO

A.LTAMONTE' SPRINGS
17-92 at LEE ROAD
WEST. ORLANDO

U. S. Rep. Bill Gunter,
D-Fla., will speak at 10 a.m.
today in the Village Center
Assembly Room. All members
of the FTU community are

............___________,.....__'"!'i~~::.·---...............................-............-.._~--------------------------------~i-nv~it_e~d................................
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Graff man Joins FSO
During ·Performance
By Mike Crites
GA RY GRAFFMAN, an
expressive pianist from New
York, appeared with the Florida
Symphony Orchestra in
Orlando' s Municipal Auditorium
April 19. Graffman has recorded
with the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra,
Philadelphia Orchestra, Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, Cleveland
Orchestra and San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra.
PAVLE DESPALJ conducted
his mus1c1ans in the FSO
performance of Prokofiev's
"Classical Symphony."
Profkofiev's conception of the
classical symphony was to write·
a symphony "as Haydn might
have writt~n it had he lived in
our day."
The first movement, an
allegro in D major, is mainly
classical until the violins sound
an irrepressible caricature of
stately court music. He enlarges
the false dignity that results with
the end of the theme coming a
beat late.
A mock-Bach accompaniment
in the strings starts the second
largetto movement in 3/4 A
major. It is joined by an elegant
first-violin melody. The
mock-Beethoven sound of the
middle section falters at the end,
leaving the accompaniment
exposed to embarrassment.
The Gavolte third movement
(allegro non troppo) was
transposed by Prokofiev in his
beautiful ballet, "Romeo and
Juliet." The final movement is
indicative of the symphony, as it
is a delicate artistic work
constructed by a mischievous
hand. The "Classical Symphony"
is a compressed treasure of
Prokofiev's musical attitudes.
GRAFFMAN was next on the
program with Tchaikovsky's
"Piano Concerto No. - 3." He·
captured the single movement
sweep of the concert, aptly
titled "Allegro Brilliante," ·
through three sharply distinct
themes. The first symphonic
theme appears in the bassoons
with the piano closely following.
The solo pianist dominated
the second theme in G, the key
which is prominent in the
cadenza and the brisk third
theme. After development of the
themes the orchestra took over.
Graffman attempted the
monumental "Piano Concerto
No. 1 in D minor" by Brahms,
one of the most important
piano-and-orchestra pieces of the
19th century. Its complexity
makes it difficult to perform as
well as being not easily accepted.
There is an expansive character

~WlREHOUSE
•
We feature famous namP

cloth ing for men and
women at wholesale prices
or below. For women,
na mes lik e Jonathan
L ogan, Applause, Juni or
E xpress, M r. Vito, K erral,
Gino Paol i. Many o riginals
and one of a kind. Long
dresses, p ant suits, slacks,
beaded gowns. Men doub le knit
jackets,

"Special Sale!

to the work, one ot" a romantic
storm.
BRAHMS elabqrates the first
movement in full· symphonic
form. Apparently, it is gloomy
and almost monolithic. The
Maestoso composition
effectively hides the latent
youthful exuberance. The gaity
is noticeable and discounts the
idea that the first movement was
written in grief over . Robert
Schumann's attempted suicide.
The inscription of the adagio
movement to Schumann's wife
Clara was removed from the
script. The movement remains a
portrait of a painful affection
for Clara. The slow piece is
orchestrated with close attention
to the melody.
The final movement's music
is much brighter than the rest of
the concerto, though it is not
entirely cheerful. The last
section is written in the
traditional German
symphonic-allegro style. The D
m i n o r p i a n o c o n c·er t o
performance by Graffman was
painfully beautiful.

Wood Furniture
To Be Provided
For FTU's Pool
The ITU pool area will soon
be furnished with redwood
furniture as the result of a bill
passed last week by t)le Student
Government Senate and signed
by W. Rex Brown·, vice president
for student affairs.
The bill, which was sponsored
by Hunter Potts and Ken
Lasseter, proposed the purchase
of approximately $650 worth of
furniture. Potts explained this
figure is not necessarily the
amount that will be spent, since
the university must accept bids
before a supplier is decided
upon.
Included in · the proposed
purchase are six chairs, three
loveseats, three tables and one
round picnic table with umbrella
and benches.
Potts said the lack of proper
furniture at the pool was
orought to h]s attention "by a
number of FTU students."
He added, "I hope the
addition of this furniture will
spur more interest in the use of
tb e pool by making the facilities
more attractive."

The instructional media
department, located on the first
floor of the Library Building,
provides an extensive
audio-visual service for students.
Records, cassette tapes, films, ·
tape recorders and slide
projectors are available for
students to use on campus for as
much as 24 hours.
To check out an item for a
class presentation, the student
must ask his professor to make
arrangements with instructional
media. Students may view films
in the campus services area prior to checking them out.
Tony Logan is the
department's interim director
while Richard Cornel1 is in
Australia. Logan has a bachelor's
degree from the University of
South Florida and a master's
degree in education with
specialization in educational
media from Temple University
in Phi1ade1phia.
"Instructional Media provides
equipment to any
FTU-recognized student
organization," Logan said. The
photography section takes
pictures of special events and
Village Center programs. The
graphics section provides layout
and design for the VC activities
calendar, student handbook and
university catalog. Pictures in
the handbook and catalog are
taken by department
photographers.
Students are employed in the
campus services section to
deliver materials around campus,
mount slides and assist in
photography.
Logan commented the
instructional media is "an
ex ce llent training area for

POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS
Turn off the air conditioner
while away from home.
See that your car is fitted
with a good emission control
device.

Come to the VILLAGE CENTER
MAIN DESK

Campus Glances

students studying in this field.
There is the practical experience
of working on the job and the
added experience of working
with people."
When more room and funds
are available, Logan said he
hopes to provide a student work
area, where students wi11 be
aided in making transparencies,
dry mountip.g, laminating, tape
recording, listening and
previewing.

"MR.

MUSIC FESTIVALS
The Florida Symphony
Orchestra and FTU will jointly
present a series of contemporary
music festivals Monday and
Tuesday. The festival will consist
of open rehearsals each morning,
seminars and recitals during the
afternoons and concerts both
evenings.

COLOR' TV"

-::•TV• STEREO• RADIOS• TAPE RECORDERS~
~ • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS .

*

1033 M. MILLS

*WINTER PARK MALL

* "Melody Co~ner11 8e/iJ
•

-----TAPES--and-RTCORDS_____ _
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Central Florida's Largest Compact

SELECTION
SONY - PANASONIC - ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS
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JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNING
9: 15 A.M. Dialogue & Coffee

10:30 A.M. Worship & Fellowship

.
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*.

"LOOK FOR US! "
Union-Park North
Lance A. Netland, Lutheran
Pastor

Ca~pus

2600Dean Rd.
. .838 - 3326

Mon. - Fri. April 30 - May 4

Green

Meadow
APARTMENTS DESIG,NED.
WITH YOUTH IN MIND

You'll flnd us In the growing, bustling, FUN pa rt of town,
And . Green Meadow offers you everything new in apartment
liviog • . • • 17 cu.ft. frcst·free refrigerators with icemakers,
contlnuous·clean ovens, tota~ black·out drape1, luminou1 kitchen ceilings, extra sound proofing-even 1kyli51ht1 in all 2nd
floor, 2 bedroom unitl.

But

fulf for FUN, we've
Our interiors ARE something elte.
Included 2 1wimming pools, 3 lighted tennis courts with covered
bleachera and 2 handbcall coum, not to mention the fantastic
clubhou1e,

Studio, l hec!room-l hath,2 bedroom.-2.bath opaTbMnU

COME BY
AND
COMPARE

WAREHOUSE #8

6440 E. COLONIAL DR.
PH: 273-0050

less th an l mile east on
436 - ac ross from L quis
Volk swagen.

200 f ern Parle Blvd. - fem Parle, Flo. 32707 - 831-4933

ILL AGE

lt

*

*

lt

*************~··~

9a.m.-5p.m.

25% Discount.

Sat. 9 - 9
Sun. 12~- 6.

demonstration on the art of photography last
week in the VC Assembly Room. (Photo by Ed
Burton)

IM Offers Services

This if your LAST chance to
claim your lost KEYS

Women's Winter Clothes

Mon.-Fri. 10 - 6
Fri. J()... 9

PHOTOGRAPHER VAN Deren Coke, left, and
Charles Wellman, assistant art professor, examine a
student photography exhibit in the Village Center
l~st
Friday. Coke lectured and gave a

FORD, GREENE·& MEADOWS PROPERTIES
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FuTUre Classifieds
LADY JANE
Congratulations on yourC. Love,,
Bob

personal

•
services

Happy anniversary, Richard.
I lov.e you. Marilyn.

Miss Boom: HAS says he
didn't mean it the way it
looked so I'm sorry I scolded
him in your august presence.

Bicycle repairs done at my
home, specializing on
10-speeds. 10% discount to
students. Ph. 671-0398.
All kinds of typing done. ·
Phone Sharon Driscoll
834-0004.

'Something Different'
Offered By 'Library'
By Randy Harrison

All right, you've decided on
the restaurant... no problem in
Orlando. The area has a veritable
plethora of fine eateries.
But what about afterwards?
Something different, distinctive,
a place where you can carry on a
conversation without a buUhorn
and still dance. You want
someplace where you can have a
drink that doesn't smell like four
years' accumulation of stale beer
and cigarette smoke.
If you have faced this
quandary lately, you may find
the answer in Orlando's newest
"spot," the Library at the Inn.
-Billing itself as a "literary
discotheque," the Library is
nothing if not different. It brings
imagination . and innovation to
what is fast becoming a faceless
series of spots offering ladies'
nigh ts, small uncomfortable
seats and bands with little more
than nose bleed volume.
Located in the Hilton Inn
South just off Interstate 4, the
Library brings some unique
attractions to the expanding
local entertainment scene.
Keeping the stainless steel dance
floors and the tiffany glass
floored gazebos of the now
defunct "Gazebo Lounge," the
Library adds a quadraphonic
sound system, two movie
screens, multiple screen slide
shows and comfortable chairs.
The screens surround you

with vintage comedy, classic
sports events and "beautiful
people" in jet set locales.
The sounds come on strong
and pure over the best sound
system around, the drinks are
generous and are served by
attractive "librarians." They can
also bring your choice of any of
the current bestsellers which you
can either buy or check out.
That's right. I said, "check
out." Dennis Vince, the club
manager, explained that the
place really lives up to its name.
"When you come in, we give
you your Library card," he said.
"Every time you come back we
punch the card and the fifth
time, you get a free drink. The
card also entitles you to check
out any of the books we keep
stocked here."
Vince outlined other new
wrinkles at the Library. "On
Tuesdays we have turtle races.
You can either bet on ours or·
you can bring your own. The
winner gets a magnum of
champagne and second and third
places get a free round of drinks.
People get really firea up over
the races. It's been a real
success.''
So if you are looking for a
place . . . "the', place ... with
good sounds, intimacy in crowd
scenes, turtle races and best
sellers, check out the Library.
Chances are your return visit
won't be overdue.

· for rent
EXECUTIVE HOME-Deluxe
3 bedroom, 2 bath, central
air,
carpeted.
Many '
extras-$250 per month-Call
Geo. Willmer Associates, Inc.
Realtor 831-6900.

R I DGEW0 0 D
V I LLAGE-new 2 bdrm. duplex
apts in quiet, wooded
setting. Fully shag carpeted
with central heat/air.
Appliances and drapes are
furnished.
Laundry
in
backyard area. 4 mi. north of
FTU entrance at Mitchell
Hammock Rd. in Oviedo.
$160 per mo. Tel. 365-3721.
Khayyam apts on Khayyam
Ave. 1 bdroom, $160 mo.
twin beds. Call Steve Reuel,
Mgr. 273-5184 after 5 p.m.

for sale
K&E Log log duplex V~tpr
sI i d e r u I e
for $20.
small drawing board $3, or
offer for both. Call
831-7225. Also 1 large office
desk $40.

-----'----

Stereo 8 track claricon 2
years old 18 tapes and tape
case holds 15 speakers not
included all · for $65 Call
Richard 273-0288.

Girl's 10-speed Schwinn bike
$ 6 5. Phone 6 71-4499
evenings.
Double bed & box spring
mattress (including wooden
headboard) only $25. Call
831-8357 after 1:30 p.m.
World Book at $148.50 for
complete set over $200
savings. One payment of $10
then delay payments to Sept.
Contact Ernie Bednar
671-7028 after 5 p.m.
Rep assessed Panasonic
8· track AM/FM
stereo
component set fo r balance
due at ACTION MUSIC
1903 N . Orange. 423-3810.
Car push-button AM/FM
stereo radio
in dash
SPECIAL! $97.50 ACTION
MUSIC

------

H.ea d p h on es- the
best! Electrostatic $59 while
they last. ACTION MUSIC

Six Selected
ToVC Board

help wanted
Part-time or full-time, must
be willing to work with
horses, clearr stalls, run
tractor,
mowers etc.
(Experience helpful but not
necessary) Contact: Mr. E.
V. Turner 323-0346 Sanford.

The Village Center Board
recently selected new student
board members for a one-year
term of office. The new
members are Maureen Detzel,
Tom Garreau, Dan Hodges, Marc
Meacham, Scott Peterson and
Katharine Russell.
The students were selected
from a list of 20 applicants.
Each applicant underwent a
series of interviews with both
student and staff members of
the board before being formally
recommended for the position.
The new members will join
Steve Belding, Vernon Cramer,
Randy Harper, Jim Pierce, Bob
Ryan and VC Board President
Debbie Jones in planning,
programming and implementing
student extracurricular activities.

wanted·
Male student 11: 30 p.m. 7: 30
a.m., answering
serv ice--Executive Center,
Call during day 894-7841.
Girl to share
Located five
FTU. Only $60
utilities. Call
2531.

my trailer.
miles from
plus one-half
Nancy ext.

autos
'72 Rally sport CAMARO,

air, R&H, AM & FM, like
new. Reduced to $3,400.
Also, '69 Chev. Custom
IMPALA. Elec. 6-way seats
& window, tilt steering,
stereo AM & FM $2,100.

Jl!f= I, ,j .)I bl!1i=1 ,fft=til
PHYSICIST'S LECTURE

$400 Offered
For Poetry
The second annual Florida
Poetry Contest has been
announced by FTU's
department of English.
The contest, which has prizes
amounting to $400, is divided
into four categories:
non-students, university
students, secondary school
students and primary school
students.
All entries must be previously
unpublished to be eligible for
judging. No more than three
poems may be entered by an
individual.
Poems should be mailed to
Florida Poetry Contest,
Department of English, Florida
Technological University, P. 0.
Box 25000, Orlando, Florida
32816.
.
Entrants are not to put their
names anywhere on the poem,
but should enclose a
self-addressed stamped envelop
with their names, titles of
poem(s) and category on the
back of the envelope.
All entries must be
postmarked no later than May 1.

The eminent physicist,
Professor A. D. Moore, will
present a lecture demonstration
2-4 p.m. next Friday in the
Multi Purpose Room. Moore's
presentation, which has been
lauded nationally, is being
sponsored by the FTU Physics
Club.

f oun_dation
. /Continued from Page 4)

contingency fund fo.r special
cases and to support the
foundation until more money
could be raised.
THE FOUNDATION'S
budget is $50,000 this year.
Davis said he would rather see
loans or scholarships awarded to
junior or senior students who
have expressed their desire to
complete their remaining year or
two in school as opposed to
freshman or sophomores.
He commented on the size of ·
the university as being about
one-half as big as he would like
to see it.
He said he does not favor
universities with enrollments of
about 50,000 students.
"Fifteen thousand students
would be great," he said.

*****~***********************

'ALFAYA TRAIL APARTMENTS

JERSEYS

#
available in April.
I
*#2 b/r units-furnished, pool, .recreation****
* . tennis courts.
*room,
*
I*
P ... 277-2360 for information.
I*

*******************************
•NirlliKi • FIJji • ME~t!.iE'I!.. • FALCtJN• ATALA•
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...ancl a ......ete line ·
of athletic s1M11 lswear...
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Nm LOCATION:

LIBERIA IO·Sftd

534 Park Ave. South
Winter Park • 645•4787
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_ .34~,~
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1219 It/. ORA//IE AVE.,, ORL.
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FRESHMAN JIMMY
Horvath, left, sets himself in
anticipation of a Bill Miller curve
ball early in the game. The game
was called after 10 innings due to
darkness, with the score
deadlocked at 6-6.

RON BEHE, right, connects
on one of his two hits against
Rollins. Bebe scored a go-ahead
run in the top of the seventh
before the Tars tied it in the
eighth.

FTU Vs. Rollins
Winner: None
Darkness Deadlocks Rivalry

· GREG PERICH rears back and rll'es one to the plate as shortstop Jimmy
Horvath sets for a possible grounder in his direction.

Photos By
Ed Burton
THREE MEMBERS of the Goldsox squad talk baseball prior to last
Wednesday afternoon's game with Rollins. Jim Horvath, Pete
MacLauchlin and Ron Kerner take a pregame rest.

FTU THIRD baseman Dave String belts a two-run homer in the fifth inn~ng
making the score 3-2 in favor of Rollins. George Royal had reached base on an error
prior to String's blast.

CATCHER DAVE Guido squeezes a pop foul behind the plate as first
baseman George Royal moves in.

April 27, 1973
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Only Two Home Games Remain For FTU

.lifters Ready

Goldsox To Face USF, Rollfns Th~! l!!R!0 '!uG~RS~!'
By Fred Cay

In a week of big rematches
them the South Florida
teams which tied 6-6 in last
for FTU's baseball team, the
week's curfew-halted battle. Kim
game--timely hitting and tight
Goldsox will battle South
Tuell, who has only a 5-5 mark
defense.
·
Florida and Eckerd--two squads
but is considered the Tar ace,
The Goldsox pounded out 10
vying for college division playoff
will probably be Coach Boyd
hits but these only produced
berths--and cross-town rival
two runs-both coming in on
Rollins, still smarting a bit from
Jack Sirianni's clutch double
last week's 6-6 tie.
with two o'u t in the fifth inning
The Goldsox split with the
which tied it at 2-2.
other two teams, beating South
There were two costly errors
Florida here April 12 and
that
led directly to three of the
bowing to Eckerd this past
Triton's runs--one by shortstop
Saturday, 4-2 at St. Petersburg.
Jim Horvath and a dropped fly
The first order of business for ·
by Ron Bebe, considered to be
Doug Holmquist's squad is
the
team's best defensive player.
tomorrow's game with South
"Those were the only two
Florida, 21-12 at the week's
physical lapses," Holmquist said,
start and still hoping for a
"but they hurt us.,,
tournament spot. The Golden
Brahmans figure to be stronger
Now 16-10, the Goldsox had
this time .around, if only for the
hoped to face Lyndon State in a
fact that their best all-around
pair of doubleheaders in Orlando
player, Don Ellison, is back in
this week. However, the
the lineup for the game at Tampa.
Vermont team cancelled their
Ellison, recently recovered
trip
· south, leaving the FTU
PETE MACLAUCHLIN
from a hairline leg fracture, is
squad with a full week off
5-1 on the mound and the
between games.
Coffie's mound choice. Jack
team's leading hitter at .430.
Goetz, a catcher-outfielder, is
"It's really hard to stay sharp
Holmquist fully expects Ellison
Rollins top hitter at .390.
when you don't play for a ·
to be the opposing hurler
Saturday, May 5, will be
week," Holmquist lamenfed.
tomorrow.
FTU's final home game against
"Since Lyndon State cancelled
For the Goldsox, it will be
Eckerd, the team they lost to
out, we've been trying to get
southpaw Pete MacLauchlin , a
last Saturday.
practice games with junior
strikeout arti'st who can be very
They lost because they Jacked
colleges or anybody we can find
tough when his control is sharp.
two of the things which won
in the area.
However, his record is only 3-5
and he hasn't gone the route
since early in the season.
FREE BUS SERVICE!
"Peter Mac," as his
teammates call him, ·earned a
save in the first South Florida
The First Baptist Church, Goldenrod, on 15-A
encounter, fanning two in his
will have a bus here at the Village Center each
one-inning stint.
Sunday
morning, at 9: 15 A.M. starting Sunday.
Bill Larsen, who pitched a
October
1st, to transport any students wishing
great game against Eckerd,
according to Holmquist, is slated
to attend services. Th~ bus will return by
·to get the nod when the Goldsox
12:30 P.M.
~
face-Rollins Wednesday.
The 7:30 p.m. Tinker Field
contest will match the two

.

will travel to St.. Petersburg
tomorrow for the U.S. Region 4
Weightlifting Championships.
This will be the final big meet
for this season.
Last year FTU had only three
lifters competing in the meet. As
a result, FTU came in third as a
team. This year the club will
have eight members in action.
The roster will be composed
of Sheridan Becht (123 lbs.),
John Milburn (132 lbs.), Doug
Zitza (148 Jb~.), Chico Figueroa
(148 lbs.), Mike Brown (165
lbs.), David Brown (165 lbs.),
Marty Lee (198 lbs.) and Harvey
Newton (242 lbs.). .
Farrell Byrd will be in Mexico
lifting in the Junior
Pan-American Championships.
Although this will take away
some points from FTU's final
score, the club has a good
chance of winning. Their. main
competition will come from
Stanczyk's 300 Club of Miami.
This club has several national
champions and usually wins such
meets.

1,
I

ECKERD

Last Tuesday the FTU Golf
Team scored an overwhelming
victory over Eckerd Qollege at
the Pasadena course in St.
Petersburg. FTU's total was 313
to Eckerd's 352. Low score for
FTU was Brent Whitley with 75,
followed by Tony Kiraly with
76, John Tanner with 78 and
Mark Sullivan with an 84.

FTU ARCHERS HOST
TOURNEY
FTU's archery team will host
the State Collegiate Target
Championships tomorrow on the
intramural fields.
FTU's men's team will receive
th.eir primary competition from
Florida, while the women's team
will be hard-pressed by Stetson.
The tourney starts at 9 a.m.
and will continue until about 4
p.m.

LEARN TO ·SCUBA DIVE
Orlando Otters Underwater
Sportsw.e ar training course.

1,

3 May 1973

Azalea Park Pool.

For further information contact
Fred Lynch V. Pres. 838--5108.
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FTU Lightweight Crew Ro.ws To State Title
FTU's crew team reached the
ultimate goal of statewide
recognition by capturing two
state titles at the Florida
Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Championships last
Saturaay at Disney World.
The championships were held
at the 1,700 meter course on the
lake next to the Contemporary
Hotel.
FTU captured first place
finishes in the lightweight varsity
and the junior varsity
heavyweight competition. FTU
also finished a very strong third
in the heavyweight · varsity
competition.
"We went to the race
determined to show the other
schools 'here in Florida that we
were to be contended with,"
said Coach Dennis Kamrad.
"And that's exactly what we
did."
In what was undoubtedly the
closet race of the day-long
competition, FTU's lightweight
varsity nudged Florida Institute
of Technology's lightweight
varsity in the dual event.
"I knew," Kamrad said, "that
a Jot weighed on how well we
did in that race. First of all, by
committing ourselves to race
FIT in the lightweights and by
also entering in the junior varsity
competition, we were asking our
lightweights to row twice in
back-to-back races.
"We needed a win to get
psychologically prepared for the
·JV race, yet we couldn't afford

to burn oµrselves out, something
FTU's heavyweight crew
women lost to the FIT
a lot of other people were
consists of Al Dinnen, stroke;
contingent by about one length,
hoping we would do," he added.
Craig Rich, Bob Miller, Harry
but still managed to muster the
"When we came back after
Mervis, Guerin Rife, Mike
last laugh.
beating FIT in the lightweight
FIT coach Bill Jergins
divisi9ri to beat fresh FIT, . .• • • • • • • • • • • • • admitted that the FTU women
Rollins and Tampa junio.r varsity
~,..~
looked prettier than his. He also
crews, we left no doubt that we
J«l~Cli IVconfessed after the Miami
h._d far superior talent."
Regatta, ·when the FTU women
FTU's championship
showed up in uniform and his
did not, he got hit for uniform
lightweight eight varsity and
·
expenses by several of his angry
championship junior - varsity
women.
crew consists of Greg Cordner, _
Women rowing for FTU were
stroke; Martin Dennis, Tom
Cindy White, stroke; Ramona
Tacner, Ralph Bateman, Bill
Barnes, Charles Filko, Steve
~...........• ,.,,..,..,.,,,.,,.,,......,..,.,NYY.,,.,,....,..,..· •
Henwood, Melanie Farley, Jodie
Bowman, Don Thomas, bow,
L.w......
Orr, Vickie Rhodes, Pat
and Allison Pacha, coxswain.
Sandroni, Debbie Irwin, and
In _ the final, but most
Arden Roberson, bow. The
McClenny, Jim Connell, John
prestigious event of the day, the
women"s eight coxswain was
Ingram, bow, and Kerry Farr,
FTU heavyweight varsity took
Robert Van Etten.
coxswain.
on Rollins, FIT, Jacksonville
The first race of the
. In yet another event, FTU
University and Tampa
afternoon involved the FTU
entered a pair-with-cox. This
University. In ranking third,
women's crew as they took on
boat, stroked by Mike Phillips,
FTU sewed up a second place
the experienced FIT women's
bowed by Scott Lorraine, and
finish in state point standings.
crew in an exhibition. The FTU
coxied by Jodie Orr, placed
"When w:e went into the
race," said Kamrad, "we knew
Rollins had the best crew on the
water, but we did not knbw how
we could measure agai'nst the
other crews. I think we did very
well. As the newest member of
the Florida Rowing Circuit, we
did more than very well," he
added.
By Fred Cay
FTU - totaled 18 points to
finish second in the
Bruce McCJendon was the
despite being expected to lose
championship to FIT's total of
most
impressive
individual,
and
his
second-round match against
27 points. Rollins followed
Chuck Cordero the biggest
Chuck Miller. He pinned Miller,
FTU, then came Florida
then won the day's most
surprise of FTU's first annual
Southern, Jacksonville and
intramural wrestling tournament
exciting title match--a 16-9
Tampa.
decision over varsity basketball
April 19.
player Steve Armitage. Both
McCiendon caught the eye of
finaliSts had several potential
John Rouse, tourney sponsor
pinning combinations in the
and assistant wrestling coach,
match, resulting in the high
when he won all four of his
score.
matches in the 165 lb. class by
Jim Holcomb copped the
pins, including the championship
150-lb. division, pinning Ron
against Mike Galassini.
Suberman at 1:30 of the first
"Bruce lost about 15 pounds
round. Holcomb's toughes~
to · make weight for the
match, was a narrow 3-2
tournament and really did a
decision over Bud Bartholemew
great job," Rouse, said. "He's a
in the semi-finals.
potential varsity team
Tom Denton, an FTU
member--we'd like to have him
next year."
wrestler when the team w~ in
Cordero won the 180 lb. class
club status, won the 136-lb. class
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decisioning David McCoy, 6-1.
Denton took his semi-final
match over George Terry~ 5-2.
The heavyweight division
came down to two strong
contenders in the finals--one
who was fresh and one who
wasn't , and that may have made
the difference.
While Bruce Carr got into the
finals because of three forfeits
over opponents who did not
show, Mark Ludwig had· to
wrestle three challengers and
pinned all three. In the title
match, Carr was much stronger
and pinned the tiring Ludwig
after 4:20.
Jerry Hurst, a 125-pounder,
had no opposition and won his
weight class by default.
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Mcclendon, Cordero
Star In IM Wrestling

c

A

fourth behind FIT, Florida
Southern and Jacksonville.
This weekend the FTU Crew
Team officially ends its season at
the Southern Intercollegiate
Championships held at Stone
Mountain, Ga., just outside
Atlanta.
FTU will be competing in
both the lightweight varsity and
heavyweight varsity events
against such Southern crews as
Rollins, FIT, East Carolina
College, Morris Harvey College,
The Citadel, University of
Virginia and University of
Alabama at Huntsville.

VCAR

Swanson's March Concert at

m be rebroadcast in its entirety
Friday April 27th & Sunday April
29th at 8:00 p.m. on WFTU Raido 640AM
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In Crucial Tennis Match

Knights Face Rollins Today
By Bill McGrath
Just how good is the FTU
tennis team?
Well , the FTU varsity
racqueteers are set to show that
t hey can stack up against
Rollins, th e number one small
college in the nation.
Today at 2 p.m., Rollins
hosts FTU in a match that
promises to be hotly contested.
Rollins features All-American
John Lowman in its No_ 1 slot.
According to FTU coach, ·Dr.
Alexander Wood, Lowman "is
probably the best player in the
state of Florida." Backing
Lowman up at No. 2 is
sophomore Brad Smith, the
eighth ranked men's pJayer in
Florida.
FTU, on the other hand, is
paced by Octavia Piva, the
JOE LUCCI, sophomore from Youngstown, Ohio, will face Rollins'
No. 3 netter today at RQllins. Lucci also teams with Mike Dezeeuw for
FTU's No.1 doubles. (Photo by Craig Powell)
•·

MICKEY'S AVIATION SERVICES
*
mvites you to fly
you fly the aircraft under the ;;;;rvision
of an FAA certified instructor

$5.00

INTRO•CT•Y RIGHI
* PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR YOUR

FLIGHT

Brazilian National Juniors
Champion. At No. 2, South
Africian net star Mike DeZeeuw
checks in for tlle Knights. In
addition, No. 5 Bill McGrath
returns to the lineup after

SINGLES

1. Octavia Piva
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1. Lucci-DeZeeuw
2. Piva-Linton
3. McGrath-Herring

Team A Wins Water Polo;
Frats Start Softball Play ·
Four big second-half goals by
Willy Belotte led the way as Team
A staged a brilliant comeback in
Monday's intramural water polo
title game to clip Alpha Tau
Omega6-5.
ATO Jed 4-1 at the half, just as
it had in the Greek title contest
which it won 8-3 over Tau Kappa
Epsilon. However, a determined
defense and Belotte's heroics

completely turned things around
in the last half.
The frat champs got their early
lead on three Bob Fisher goals
and one by Fred Maust in the first
half. However, they only
managed one more--by Maust--as
def e nsemen Dom Mandicott
and Joe Gicobbe and goalie John
Smith shut the door.
Belotte scored five goals

* OPEN DAILY*

REAL ESTAr ·E
as a career

McMILLAN
FURNITURE CITIES
7309 E. Colonial Dr. - Ph. 277-4 745
5850 So. Orange Bl. Tr. - Ph 855-6545
M

'

investments/ property management/ sales

If you haven't thought about it,
we'd like to give you some insights.
1. AGE IS NO FACTOR.
The average age in the Olson organization is29.
2. INCOME HAS NO LIMIT
AND BEGINS IMMEDIATELY.
All Olson first year men and women have earned
$15,000 minimum.
3. OPENINGS ARE AVA ILABLE.
Expansion at Olson & Associates has never slowed.
This multi-office firm-has a planned expansion rate,
creating openings daqy.
4. NO EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL
TRAINING NECESSARY.
The ability to get along with people ·is the only
requirement. In fJct, people without real estate
experience are preferred.
5. OLSON SPECIALIZES IN BEACH REAL ESTATE.
·Working conditions are the finest. The customers
are usually more affluent, and a higher majority

DO YOU HAVE ..... .
VISIONS OF POWER.
DELUSIONS OF
GRANDEUR?
YOU CAN MAKE· YOUR
"D.REAM.S COME TRUE"

of sales are made for cash.
Take a few minutes and hear the full story of
real estate as a profession.
May 2, 1973
lO:OOa.m. - 3:00p.m.
Placement Office

If you can' t make the meeting, a brochure can be obtained by writing:

Mike Dezeeuw
Joe Lucci
Craig Linton
Bill McGrath
Hernando Diaz
DOUBLES

.We are located just off W. 50 in Windermere
Tel. 656-1586

missing the last two matches.
The mat ch stacks up as a
close one, definitely closer than
last year's 9-0 defeat at the
hands o f the Tars. Last y ear's
match has given FTU an added
incentive.

BECOME . A MEMBER 0
THE INFAMOUS
FuTUre STAFF.
A PPLY A T LIBRARY ROOM 215

altogether with Jim Morris adding
the other. Team A actually did
not lose a game out of the six it
played but had to forfeit the
opening 7-6 victory over God's
Children because of an ineligible
player. Team A won a playoff
with God's Children last week for
the independent title.

*****

Tau Kappa Epsilon and
Lambda Chi Alpha won
important games Wednesday, the
first day of men's intramural
softball.
TKE got an unexpectedly
tough battle from Sigma Alpha
Epsilon before coming out on top
3-0, while Dave Hudick belted a
pair of home runs to lead LXA
over Kappa Sigma 11-6.
In the only other action ,
Wednesday, Sigma Sigma Chi
won a lopsided 29-9 verdict over
Pi Kappa Alpha, and Alpha Tau
Omega picked up a win the easy
way-by forfeit over Tau Epsilon
Phi.
LXA and ATO will definitely
be in the battle for top honors in
the year's last major sport, but .
TKE appears the team to beat.
Strong defense and pitching are
TKE's fortes and that's usua1ly a
reliable combination. SAE may
be a surprise team if it can
conquer defensive lapses like the
ones that gave TKE its runs
Wednesday.
Eight teams are entered in this
year's Greek division, while a
total of 11 are split into the two
independent leagues. ·
The Independent BJack race
will apparent1y be a two-team
affair involving Faculty ·staff-and-Students and the
Seniors--a team consisting mainly
of intramural staff members.
However, the GoJd League is up
for grabs with at least four of the
five teams in the running.
Ea.rJy games that should clear
up some of the confusion in the
Gold League are Psychology
Faculty vs. the Cavaliers Tuesday
at 4 p.m. and TKE II vs. 2 3 at 5
p.m. on Wednesday.
Interesting matchups in other
races a.re Salt & Pepper vs. Seniors
at 5 p.m. Monday, TKE vs. KS
Tuesday ·at 5 p.m. as the highJight
of a light fraternity schedule and
Seniors vs. FS & S Wednesday at 5
p.m.

***is**the champion
Little Sisters
of women's softball, winding up
with a perfect 8-0 mark Tyes,
Tri-Delta and Zeta Tau Alpha all
tied for second at 6-2.
*****

The IM golf tourney will be
held tomorrow at Mid-Florida
Country Club. Twelve men's and
two womens' t eam are ente e ·
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§ •·SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA) .
~
-~ *SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
.
-~
~. *TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED .
~
~ •NO LEASES (30 DAY NOTICE TO VACATE REQUIRED)
§
~ *ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st ·
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~ •C't)IN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
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